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Abstract 
SAFP works with women, youth and workers where in they are trained to empower themselves to represent their case to lessen their 

vulnerabilities. In particular we work with orphan youth, widows, Dalit women and with unorganized sector workers. Our work blends research to 
strengthen understanding to empower communities to develop skills to empower themselves. Towards this end most work is done directly with 

networks and collaborations in partnerships that have developed over a number of years. In all our work we address mental wellness through 
peace processes while raising consciousness for green enterprises that should be developed  within local area planning. The concept of setting up 

sustainable development zones within local area plans has been a long standing work that SAFP promotes to reduce gender resource gaps. This 
leads us to collaborate with a number of people across different sectors.    
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Four year SAFP Activity report 2019 to 2022  

SAFP Activity 2018-2019 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

This year SAFP and its partner organizations focused on research and development 

to realign its goals to focus on safeguarding principles and techniques to help 

vulnerable groups it supports. The groups that SAFP choose to work with were 

women, youth and workers. The mental health portfolio of SAFP continued this 

year to acknowledge the role of non-specialist health care providers who need to be 

trained to identify and support psychiatric morbidity in the community. To plan 

this process SAFP team met in Goa on 9th August and then travelled to its Kerala 

office in this year.  

The year was invested in researching on the kinds of abuse faced by the excluded 

such that focus areas of intervention could be ascertained. It was found that women 

in general were excluded from the market and to address abuse in this sector SAFP 

worked with women entrepreneurs to advocate the setting up of a national women enterprises council. Work with widows continued and this 

spilled over to women and girls who have under institutional care through out India. Engagement with aftercare of Youth Leaving Care 

(YLC) continued and it took off on a certain pathway from February 2019 when SAFP approached different CCIs to strengthen their support 

to youth that have lived with them.  

As a new initiative SAFP collaborated with Indian Aces to define and organize awareness campaign on Asexuality with support from Planet 

Romeo-Foundation. Preparatory work was completed this year for workshop roll out in the next year. 

This year also saw the development of SAFP legacy support programme. While the 80th birthday of three women movement leaders in Delhi 

celebrated this year, the issue of wither legacy of those who contributed towards the strengthening the women's movement in India cropped 

up. In their twilight phase they are going about strongly working, even as their contribution already has huge value. Some have begun to use a 

support system and others win their independence sans support defying age. Some of the pioneers are now immortalized in our mind as they 

Rest In Peace. These mentors and innovators will live on through those who have learnt from their work. Women movement leader’s legacy 

needs to be nurtured as much as the legacy of others who carry forward the value created by the predecessors.  However, names of just a very 
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few women leaders is documented at present. Contribution of women who shaped thinking on equal rights, capabilities/skills, body politics 

and inheritance need to be recognized. The first in the series of legacy development work was chosen to Ms Rajni Tilak who passed away last 

year 

Chapter 2 : Partnering on work with vulnerable communities 

 

Work with Women in Distress 

 

June 14, 2018 Consultation on follow up of Supreme Court order on Widows of Vrindavan and all women in distress :   A 

consultation was held for  Improving situation of widows of Vrindavan on the challenges of 

implementation and monitoring of the order of the Supreme Court dated 11 August 2017 at the 

JRD Luxury Boutique Hotel, Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi. The Conveners of this consultation 

were SAFP – Sathi AllFor Partnerships, Bhartiye Jan Parshad Manch and the Paramhansa 

Yogananda Trust, Vrindvan and SACH. The meeting got all government and non government 

stakeholders together to understand the Supreme court order of 11 August 2017 on the PIL related 

to Vrindavan widows and the report of the six-member committee constituted by the Supreme 

Court submitted on 30th November 2017. The Honorable Supreme Court asked the Ministry of 

Women and Child for action for all ‘Women- in- Distress’ such that they can turn towards for 

empowering themselves by developing their own resource base and social network. The gender 

resource inequality since independence calls for reparation. SAFP has been advocating a 

convergence programme for women to be implemented by the MoWCD and other Government 

Ministries in the letter and spirit which has a reach in each neighborhood. The people from the Vrindavan reported that most of what they got 

earlier to has got stopped. A Public Interest Litigation (PIL) related to situation of widows residing in Vrindavan has taken over a decade to 

conclude with a progressive directive of the court to the MWCD. This welcome move as what the civil society was following up at the 

meeting. The representative NCW said that state governments need to submit action plans and the process is being followed up adequately. 

SAFP continued to support Ms. Rakhi Gupta in her effort to advocate for the rights of the widows in Vrindavan. Towards this end it began 

communicating with Guild of Services and requesting implementation agencies of Swadhar greha policy and programmes to develop their 

system of demands in an organised manner.    
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23rd June 2018, International widows’ day, Loomba Foundation 

The iinternational widows day was observed on 23rd June at Vigyan Bhawan. Loomba foundation UK has 

been partnering with various organizations in India and other developing nations to work for betterment of 

widows and their children. They raise funds through various charity events and then further disperse them.  

In India the frontline partner of the Loomba Foundation is the Rotary Club. SAFP was invited to participate 

in their annual event for their interest in widow rights and dignity. The foundation had funded an 

international study " The status of widowed women globally: their needs and challenges." As part of its 

recommendations, presently Loomba foundation is partnering with government for skill development of widows and education of their 

children. As SAFP is also involved with the work for women in distress, it was of interest for the team to understand the private sectors 

involvement in their welfare. It is evident that each group that has suffered abuse needs immediate help to get stronger to deal with the 

violation. Once this is through then the person has to get back to their feet and get a job or be gainfully occupied. In case jobs are not feasible 

to get then the best bet for women is to set up enterprises they own. 

 

Work with women and enterprises in India During the year SAFP made several visits to Ministry of Women and Child Development 

(MWCD) to advocate for the need to set up the Women Enterprise Council India (WECI). The need for WECI has been felt by the very 

senior as well as young women entrepreneurs in India. This articulation has come from women who have begun their own start-up 

companies to those who have earned their profit and also those who do not. At SAFP consultations women entrepreneurs shared the need to 

gain strength to overcome gender discrimination in transactions which get biased due to economic controls of resources in a to a traditional 

social system. Pressure of triple gender roles needs to be addressed with provision of finance, market linkages as well spaces to work, 

manufacture, package and sell at their neighborhood as well as to distant markets. The WECI head office federated through a regional 

network will be a solution that needs to be discussed to agree to a way forward in the path of creating wellbeing for all in the country. SAFP 

proposed a base line research to the MWCD. The proposal was not supported but within a three-month period of submission of SAFP the 

WECI was set up.  SAFP involved itself in organising the women entrepreneurs to know how well the new found WECI will work. It 

Contacted the existing Women Enterprise networks like FEWI. It was also involved in developing the resource base, invitation list and 

agenda for a two-day annual Vasundhara award programme of Sreemanta Shankar Mission of Guwahati held at PHD house Delhi in April 

2018.The awards were conferred on women entrepreneurs from eight North Eastern states. Women entrepreneurs showcased their goods 
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which were at sale in the PhD house. Different sessions based on challenges, financial constraints, resources, transport and marketing which 

North East India women entrepreneurs face was held.  

 

In our endeavour to create a working partnerships with other organizations, SAFP worked with Sreemanta Shankar Mission of Guwahati for 

free distribution of mosquito repellents in Trilokpuri as part of the Johnson and Johnson CSR initiative in the month of May 2018. Ms 

Rakhee Gupta organised this work for SAFP.  

 

Work with families who have a brush of mental health issues 

 

Club House  

 

Clubhouse was successful in cutting across various age groups this year. This year its members have organised meetings on their own.  Over 

the course of last year, the clubhouse has been consistent in its membership. No new member was added but old membership planned 

outdoor and indoor activities. These members have to further extend invitations to newer locations in NCR to increase the membership of 

their wellness activity. They need to reach to Physiatrist and neurologists who could refer families to clubhouse activity.   

 

Faculty Development Programme GB Pant Hospital, December 2018. 
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  The faculty of the GB Pant Hospital was undergoing its going its annual faculty development 

programme when SAFP got an opportunity to participate in it. The faculty has invited HR strategy 

expert Prof Dr Debi Singh Saini to talk about globally acknowledged methods that empower both 

the employee and the employers. These strategic HR practices are based on principles of employee 

engagement. New development is engaging people in hospital management was a learning for 

SAFPs. Learning from this such information was shared with SAFP partners and constituents.    

 

An unforeseen good also worked out as an outcome from this participation. Two of the clubhouse members are now awaiting referrals in the 

hospital and now that SAFP is networked with faculty SAFP would be able to guide them better to avail the service provided by GB Pant 

Hospital. 

 Work with Youth Leaving Care   

 

 

SAFP has learnt about the world of Youth Leaving Care in the past two years. SAFP was invited to attend a conference on the issue Consultation for 

Aftercare Services in Delhi’ held at the India Habitat Center on the 14th of Dec 2017. WIth its background of work on inheritance rights the issue of right 

to inheriatance of the wards of the state came up. SAFP ideas were drafted in form of a paper on the subject that was published in a journal Published by 

Udayan Care called ICEB.  The Ministry of Women and Child development has recognised that Aftercare services as prescribed in the JJA have not been 

adequately instituted. Udayan Care had set up a Care Leavers Association and Network (CLAN) in Delhi that it wanted to slowly spread to other states. 

Meanwhile in Maharashtra Mr Aditya Yatri had worked hard to reach voices of care leavers to the government. Several consultations and workshops have 

already taken place to formulate official Aftercare guidelines but the state of Maharashtra was the first to present its guidelines with the assistance of 

UNICEF. Mr Yatri reached most information to the care leavers to find that the process of getting benefits is slow and schemes have not quite reached 

beneficiaries.  Care Leavers are retraumatised over and over again and require a host of services to continue building resilience and skills. Not being in 

family and community set ups these youth need to be trained to develop and manage their constituency such that each can develop relationships towards a 

sustainable life. Empowering care leavers is difficult as young people choose freedom over a settled life; The youth need to lead themselves as an 

independent entity that gets support when they seek it.  The Care Leavers are aware that they should reach out to others to develop their own networks but 

they need guidance from Child Care Institutions to organise themselves and support such local Associations. A group of CCIs1 got together by Udayan 

 
1 Udayan Care, Prayas, El Sheddai, Rainbow homes, SOS Allumina, Centre  for Excellence in Alternative Care of Children Sallam Balak  
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Care formed the Support for Youth Leaving Care (SYLC). SAFP is part of this groups to assist the process of organsing the Care leavers into a 

nationwide association. Towards this end SAFP is reaching out to stakeholders that a national training event should be organised in Goa during the year 

2019. Care Leavers need skill building as part of Aftercare services.  They require networks to be nurtured to support themselves for daily needs while 

working and continuing to skill themselves for better social, political and economic mainstreaming.  They need mentors who can link them to employers 

and a caring community.  A process to strengthen what exists can be worked upon by a facilitator that does not represent either the Care leavers, 

Government, the CCI nor the current mentors and employers as each has their stake. Sathi All For Partnerships has offered its service as a facilitator to 

the CCI for a period of two years. It will work upon a process that already exists.  

 

January 2018 The Confederations of Indian Industries and Young Indian had organized a Delhi Youth Conclave  

 

SAFP representatives are keenly participating the youth conclaves to be updated on how 

youth are being addressed and what their aspirations are. In time to come when the 

YCLA will get formed SAFP will make the YCLA members participate  in these youth 

alliances to get into the mainstream activities. Mr Imran Khan organizes youth 

participants for youth centred 

meetings on behalf of SAFP. 

 

    

Work with the unorgansied sector workers  

 

  

 

 

Working with workers network continued this year as well. The two mandatory annual programmes on May 1 and on the birth anniversary of 

Shaheed Bhagat Singh were held this year too. Different meetings were organised by members of National Alliance for Labor Rights during 

the first week of May.  
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Chapter 3 Research activities 

28 September 2018 Shramik Sansad  or Workers Parliament was 

organised to reflect upon the context of workers' rights issues. This 

annual event is organised on the occasion of Birth anniversary of the 

great freedom fighter Bhagat Singh who used a non-violent bomb in 

the parliament to oppose the passage of Trade Dispute Bill - an anti-

worker bill. This day was his 111 th birthday. Shramik Sansad or 

workers parliament commenced after a process of research into the 

current  programmes of the labor ministry  Government of India. 

Documents were studied and interviews conducted with stakeholders 

to study the situation such that workers could be explained how 

changes in the legal and administrative system may affect them.  

The meeting began with Mr J John who works with tea garden workers 

of North East, explaining labour codes especially on the Code on 

social security. He asked the unorganised workers present what they 

understand as social security. Health and wellness, accident insurance 

they said. To this J John explained that it is a security given when a 

worker needs support for livelihood at the time the worker is no longer able to work due to infirmity or old age. It is a 

recognition of positive contribution of workers to the socio-economic system. The state and system thus become duty bound to 

provide social security to workers.J John quoted agrarian justice written by Tomas Pain who cites right of farmers as food 

producers. They work on land that may not own. The physical labor takes away capabilities making the farmer not able to work 

and earn after years of work. In such a state social security should be given. The labour codes in India today will erode what 

was handed to workers since generations. There are many layers of systems that protect the workers but as the case may be only 

those who have aadhar card may get benefit. Migrant and unorganised sector need facilitation to have address to get Aadhar 

registration. The code needs to clarify what security can unorganised sector avail. Representatives from different workers 

organisations also shared their understanding of the current situation to list solutions. NALR collated recommendations for 

submission to the government. 
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24 November 2018 Seminar on perspective of the workers on the declining Women Participation in Force in India  

 

 

 

 

 

 

SAFP as part of the National Alliance For Labor Rights (NALR) led an event where representatives from range of civil society came to 

discuss the serious concern on the declining Female Labor Force Participation (FLFP) in India on November 24th 2018 at ND Tiwari 

Bhawan near ITO in Delhi from 9.30 am to 2 pm. The background note for this event was researched by SAFP to offer the perspective to 

participants and the participants provided rich input that formed recommendations which NARL sent to the ministry of labor. This event also 

was an attempt to offer solutions at policy and practical levels through a panel response to issues raised by workers on FLFP. A short concept 

note was developed after a research process to enlist support of both academic as well as activists. Women workers from different sectors 

placed concerns to also offer solutions before resource people to enlighten the audience on issues and solutions.  The policy take away from 

the event needs to be further refined after sequel meetings.  

Updating SAFP on research conducted by other institutions Pushing the frontiers of evaluation effectiveness and excellence: 3ie's first 

decade conference was held on 19-20 April 2018 New Delhi. This was an insightful conference with panellists from World Bank,UN 

Women and Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. The impact evaluations had been done on varied issues of health, water and sanitation, 

gender-based violence across the globe. This gave first hand sharing experience to the team of the challenges faced by the development 

sector and ways to combat them.A seminar was held in October 2018 by Centre on Gender Equity and Health, University of San Diego and 

Lakshmi Mital Institute of South Asia, Harvard University on Impact of violence on Adolescent health, child marriage and violence and 

effect of reporting of crime on security of young girls in Delhi. These topics had been researched and their findings were shared. SAFP was 

invited to participate in the seminar. This helped the team to voice its opinion on GBV and need for creating safe spaces for its youth. 
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Chapter 4 Awareness events, Trainings and Policy Impact 

 

SAFP built the capacity of its members to be trainers and works with child and human rights groups to provide cross learning and links different 

spectrums together. SAFP works with children, youth, women and men on gender equality issues and plays an active role in articulation for 

migrant & unorganised sector in urban and rural areas, tribal and Muslim women, and mental health issues survivors.  SAFP has developed 

tools for national ministries and planning authorities to mainstream gender and mental health in their agenda.  

 

The concept of Women Resource Zone (WRZ) Shared with Dwarka Collective on 3rd Feb 2019. 

 

Safp team was invited by civil society organization, Dwarka collective at Dwarka on to talk on need for economic stability and creation of 

resources for women in the community. Idea of creating the women resource zone was reiterated. The idea 

was received very enthusiastically and clarifications was asked to understand ho women will ask the 

government and Corporates for spaces to manage and set up care services and enterprize. The middle-class 

women had got along with them working class women thinking that the workers will put forth their 

aspirations, while the workers listened through quite puzzled that their employers may want them laid off 

from their current work. Most workers were either house maids or supplier of food or groceries at the homes 

of the middle - class women.  

 

Meeting on March 30th 2019 to work on strengtheining the legacy of Rajni Tilak Rajni Tilak, passed away last year on 30th March 2018, 

leaving behind a rich legacy of her vibrant Dalit Feminist, Buddhist work that had leaning towards the 

workers and the those who toil. Her immortality or punarnirvana day was organised across India by 

people who have known her work in different capacities.  For example, the Maharashtra groups 

organised a three days literature festival around March 8 in Rajni Tilaks Memory in Nagpur. Her 

NACDOR family got together in Delhi and asked Ms. Sumedha Boudh, as a representative of the 

movement Rajni created in the formation of The National Dalit Women’s Movement or the  Rashtriya 

Dalit Mahila Andolan (RDMA) to organise a meeting to talk about the various facets of Rajni – her 

work, her vision and the causes that she tirelessly dedicated her life to so that a way forward to 

strengthen her work and her legacy can be planned.  
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The meeting in Delhi was organised to hear from different people on what they though Rajni Tilaks legacy was. The invitation was circulated 

from RDMA with support from NACDOR, NALR, SAFP and ISI. The programme was conceived by NALR (National Alliance for Labor 

Rights) as Rajni was one of its founder members. SAFP has worked with Rajni Tilak to plan addressing Dalit Women Resource Gap and was 

approached by NALR to support RDMA as it works on increasing resources for Women collectives as part of its work on training women to 

focus on developing their independent resource base to contribute to collective responsibilities. SAFP will support RDMA for next two years 

to strengthen its leadership and resource base. Ms Jyostna Siddharth daughter of Rajni Tilak was invited to be a part of the process to contribute 

to the collective legacy of her mother. Indian Social Institute worked with Rajni Tilak to develop content and perspective for its Dalit periodical. 

NACDOR is committed to carry forward itself for a life time to Rajni Tilak’s legacy as it was also cofounded by Rajni Tilak and her mentoring 

its leaders. The meeting concluded on the need to complete the unpublished writing of Rajni Tilak, strengthen different Dalit writers and 

cultural forums Rajni had initiated and to train the existing RDMA members to strengthen its membership and leadership to become like Rajni 

Tilak. 

Celebrating Women’s Day  

International Women’s Day Special Seminar organised by International Initiative for Impact Evaluation (3ie), at India International Centre, 

New Delhi on Transforming Women’s Lives: Lessons from the Impact Assessment on 8th March 2018. Monitoring and evaluation analyst at 

UN Women India, had discussed about the evaluation of the Shaurya Dal programme that was underway in Madhya Pradesh.  

The impact assessment of the programme in terms of the efficiency, effectiveness, relevance and sustainability was analysed. The Shaurya 

Dal programme is unique in its approach to tackle violence against women and girls by community-based intervention and participatory 

mechanism in the state. The Shaurya Dals include appointed members per ward and per Gram Panchayat who are entrusted with the 

responsibility of mobilizing the women and men of the locality to report and fight against violence against the former. Means to combat the 

social peril includes negotiation, mediation and mutual agreements wherein the active members of the Shaurya Dals would facilitate the 

attitudinal shift amongst the community by creating enabling environment for the women to place their opinions and discuss personal 

experiences with them. Since SAFP has worked on the wellbeing of the middle-aged women, it was interesting to learn that both the 

beneficiaries and the facilitators in the Shaurya Dal community project in Madhya Pradesh are also middle-aged women.  The other talk was 

delivered by representative of ICRW who evaluated the GEMS and PANKH programmes underway in Jharkhand and Rajasthan respectively 

as a systematic intervention of the state and the participatory NGOs to deal with adolescent violence in the state. The programme advocates 

intermingling of adolescent population of both sexes amongst themselves and thereby envisages inculcation of knowledge and awareness 

among the youth concerning their needs, health, problems in their life. This programme had facilitated an enabling environment for the 
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young girls to discuss menstrual health and hygiene. These state initiatives were not only limited to adolescents but it was involved their 

mothers and elders in the community.  

 

The uniqueness of this programme lies in the fact that it was an ice-breaker bringing a change in the mindset thereby enabling an ecosystem 

where equal participation was forged across the generations to discuss subjects which were tabooed. The seminar thus provided a thorough 

understanding to the Safp members towards the need of community based interventions at the grass root level to fight the incidences of 

violence against women and girls in India ensuring inclusive approach.  
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 SAFP Awareness for the Aces in India 

SAFP ventured into understanding the 

world of the Asexual this year. Towards 

this Dr Pragati Singh of Indian Aces was 

supported to set up a project called Aces 

Going Places (AGP). In preparation for 

the role Pragati undertook training and 

planning of course content this year to 

prepare herself for the project roll out next 

year. She travelled to New Zealand and 

Sri Lanka to meet with communities and professionals to formulate her workshops. By 

August 2018 she made the Aces Going Places plan public on social media to increase 

outreach as by then support from PlanetRomeo Foundation was secured for workshops 

in different cities of India i.e. in Chennai, Mumbai, Bangalore, Hyderabad, 

Panjim/Goa, Mumbai, Pune, Bhopal, Kolkata, Chandigarh, and Lucknow. SAFP 

agreed to partnering with Indian Aces to understand the issues around sexuality and 

exclusion and its relationship to resources for those who want to live within the dignity 

of choices they make. 

 

Indian Aces conducts advocacy, 

awareness campaigns and 

workshops and events in the fields 

of gender and asexuality on the 

independent initiative of Dr Pragati 

Singh for over 5 years now. She 

has trained professionals and the 

lay person to facilitate a conceptual 

understanding of gender and 

sexuality through a revolutionary model on the subject. The educational workshops that 

have been planned through Aces Going Places project are designed to be intellectually stimulating and challenging as it provides services 
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through meetups and counselling sessions. Led by Dr. Pragati Singh of Indian Aces Delhi, India, a majority of their events were so far hosted 

in the capital. With support from PlanetRomeo Foundation it will be possible to make ignorance on asexuality into creating space in India 

that can understand it such that people can make choices and participate in the  talks about moving from 'tolerating' diversity to 'accepting, 

embracing and celebrating' it. 

28 October 2018 Young leadership Summit at Leela Ambience Hotel Gurgaon, organised by National Human Resource 

Development Network. 

The National HRD network programme on Young Leadership Development informed the 

participants what organizations require to hold on to talent that they train. It is a known 

fact that youth is restless to move on to new pathways if their talent and potential is not 

utilized optimally. They have more hunger for information and work with a different 

perspective. New ways of working together are required by people who manage young 

staff members. It is also the case that organizations are hiring younger managers to work 

virtually across geographies. New ways of working and managing will require flexibility 

and breaking down tasks into small doable bites. Core skill needed would be change 

readiness, critical thinking and innovation. SAFP participated in this learning event to 

understand newer ways of working such that it could translate these learnings into 

programmatic value.  

Planning Ahead  

The year ahead will carry forward activities on safeguarding vulnerable communities that SAFP was able to reach out. Research publications 

are planned to capture work done through the year.   
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Chapter 5 SAFP Collaborators and people  

SAFP Board of Trustees 2018-2019 

President : Dr Vinay Bhardwaj 

Program Director : Ms Sharmila Mahajhan 

Founder : Dr Shivani Bhardwaj 

Trustee : Ms Manu Tyagi Baijwan  

SAFP Staff  

Executive Director: Ms. Deepika Nair 

 Ms. Pranjali Malhotra Director HR and Projects SAFP India 

 Ms. Sunita Gupta Kotnala Programmes SAFP Australia  

SAFP Associates 

Dr. Pragati Singh -Aces Going Places Project  

Mr Imran Khan – SAFP Youth and Child Rights Collective   

Mr Aditya Yatri – Youth Leaving Care Association Project  

Dr. Sudeshna Roy- Research and Statistical Analyst mid age women research project 

Collaboration with Partners :  Nirmana, Indian Aces, SACH, Bhartiye Jan Parshad Manch and the Paramhansa Yogananda Trust. 

 

******  
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SAFP Activity 2019-2020 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

This year SAFP, its partner organizations and networks were training leaders to develop their organizations by strategic planning. This work 

was done through mentoring and coordination of processes. Learning took place through research done during consulting assignments that 

SAFP leaders undertook. The organizations that SAFP worked with were Paryaya, Rashtriya Dalit and Adivasi Mahila Andoloan, The 

National Alliance for Labor Rights and Youth Care Leavers Association.    

SAFP secured consulting assignments with Caritas India to develop its safeguarding policy and practice. This work was done by a three 

member team that conducted one safety and security audit and two trainings as part of the assignment. Towards the end of the year Mittika 

offered SAFP member training on applied theatre to orient a training methodology for police on being sensitive to Gender based Violence 

(GBV) cases that were being reported.  

The SAFP legacy support programme added support to legacy building for two more women leaders from the field of literature, Dr Krishna 

Sobti and Ms Santwana Nigam. The work of developing legacy of Ms Rajni Tilak continued this year 

too.  

The research and development portfolio developed further this year and concepts were refined during 

the year. The SAFP member contributed to youth blogs submissions for web publications this year.  

The partnership of SAFP with Indian Aces to define and organize awareness campaign on Asexuality 

concluded this year. The support from Planet Romeo-Foundation assisted Dr Pragati to take on the 

work on awareness raising on Asexuality independent from SAFP from the current year.  

In December SAFP work made it to the shortlist of the NITI Aayog Women Entrepreneurs award.  SAFP made a 

presentation for the Fourth Edition of the Women Transforming India Awards 2019. The NITI Aayog recognized the 

100 women who were shortlisted from over 13000 applicants to be winners. Some of these winners were chosen for 

further round where venture capitalists would hear the pitch from these entrepreneurs to consider support of around 

25 lacs.  The recognition of being on first shortlist itself was energizing. On the mental wellness portfolio the 

clubhouse continued and this activity made community felt supported.SAFP partnered with Bhor Foundation to co 

organize an event. It approached support organisations for funding and developed work for pilot in Thalasseri in 

Kerala. This work too has local stakeholders now. In November 2019, work in Kerala too took off as an independent initiative. February and 

March got the world focus on Covid 19, so did we work on outreach to the vulnerable in March. 
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Chapter 2: Training vulnerable to lead their communities 

 
Field Work to assist conceptualisation :The first group SAFP worked with this year were Dalit and farmer women. A field trip to 

Osmanabad showed that women consider that person as a leader who takes their concerns to appropriate authorities for resolution. The 

women understand that their leaders have to be tolerant and non reactive as a leader has to be deliver justice and develop social, cultural and 

political leadership besides strengthening the econmic base of the people and the land that nutures them. Leadership according to the women 

of rural Osmanabad is to empower the marginalised and not only for self gain. The women are aware that youth are not getting jobs and land 

does not produce enough to make ends meet. They thus try to set up economic activity to get more resourced. They were clear that they have 

to reach out to make networks with those who are weaker than them. The orphans and the destitute. They could build alliances with members 

of the other communities from outside the village through CSR and help from colleges. When outsiders come the entire village does seem to 

become one. Isolation can be broken with the phone and the technology. People in the cites should reach out to include them.  

 

Sunanda in the photograph has draped the green saree is the Paryay’s community mobilizer for single women and 

women finance work. Paryaya has been a Consult For Women and Land Rights (CWLR) member since its 

inception. SAFP has related with Paryaya as a coordinator of CWLR since 2004. Paryaya now works with 

Makkam a women network of farming women. Women trained by Paryaya have reorganised their basic needs to 

save and be part of thrift society. Sunanda is an example of a rural woman leader. She was a child bride who 

experienced desertion but she continued to still meet her married family and look after them as well as her mother. 

This got her positive return as her brother now offers her land that belonged to their father and the husband is a 

visiting fellow when he wants a break from his other married family.Sunanda built her finacial base herself and 

says that there is to be no sharing of resources between marital and her own family. With this clarity there is peace 

and no confusion between feelings of trespass.Her work keeps her busy and travelling far and wide. When SAFP met her in August 2019 in 

her village in Osmanabad, she had returned from a sharing session with a National single women's network meeting.  

 

SAFP travelled to stay at the Paryaya campus to prepare itself for leadership trainings it conducting 

during the year. For this it was esstential to learn from the leadership on women and land that has 

carried on its work on its own after CLR was formed a decade ago. The movement for womens 

right to land has had its own tracjectory that will be written in 2020. Focussing on Sunanda, who 

shared her work by narating that that last year multistate greaving meeting or Shouk Sabha was 

held in Mumbai. The sharing at public events is done developing a constituences understanding. 

The women were asked to mourn the farmers who committed suicide due to poverty and debt, 

leaving their widows alone as heads of household. Political party representative heard depositions 

not just from these widows but from all categories of single women - the never married, the 

married and deserted, separated, divorced, widowed and those whose partners have gone missing. These singles were more than 7% in the 
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2011 and in the past some years this number will have only increased as marriage gives more pain than gain, Not many single choose to 

marry again and they rather fend for themselves. Single or people in relationships supported by their community, are valued as members to 

contribute to another, by caring, providing opportunities or by earning and spending.  

 

However, to earn or be productive one has to be supported and cared for. To perform care roles  people need to be at home or work near 

home.  workplace near home are therefore desirable for the caregivers. Not every one has a home, the homeless and those abandoned by 

families or institutions like orphan youth at 18 years of age, have unmet dependencies and often require support before they can become 

contributors within a community. The excluded like the differetly abled, dalits and minorities, collectivise or change identies to get included 

in development process. Arrangements to nuture collective responsibilities to earn and care are different for each age bracket. Different 

needs require different support services. Communities develop their service networks as decided by their leaders who clarify priorities such 

that their community is visible entity that contributes to social and environment evolution.SAFP, supported three different constituencies this 

year to understand the issue of how leadership can be nurtured to suggest collaborations between different groups to cocreate joint and 

interdependent asks.  

 

Mentoring leaders  

 

Armed with the understanding from the field area such as mentioned above, SAFP organised an All India women’ leaders convention called 

Justice from the margins invited dalit and tribal women leaders from ten states to develop strategies to strengthen themselves and their 

constituencies. The event was a call from the Rashtriya Dalit and Adivasi Mahila Andolan 

 (RDAMA). It also participated in the Support For Youth Leaving Care (SYLC) group to generate discussion on how leadership would be 

strengthened among care leavers in India. The ongoing work on mental health that organised support for those affected by illness continued 

as much as constant interaction among the members of Consult For Women and Land Rights to deepen knowledge base on women resource 

rights discourse with vulnerable women.  

 

Leadership of vulnerable women  

 

From April 2019 intensive work was carried out to get together different networks to nominate women and young girls to consider training 

opportunity to develop as leaders. SAFP planned a women leaders summit in 2019. Different avenues were explored to revive RDAMA with 

NACDOR, NALR, SAFP and ISI. These agencies invested their own resources with only a small part of the expenses supported by Water Aid. 

The event report on the SAFP website mentions clearly that it was an attempt to carry forward the leadership created by RDAMA founder 

member Rajni Tilaks legacy. Members of RDAMA spent three days to plan to agree on solutions for addressing Dalit Women Resource Gap. 

Thus through this sixth National RDAMA convention held on 13-14 September 2019, at Gandhi Peace Foundation in Delhi, an executive 
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committee was nominated to carry forward what their leader Rajni Tilak had envisioned that many leaders train themselves to be social 

entrepreneurs. Existing RDMA members gave a call to other members strengthen its membership and leadership to become like Rajni Tilak.  

 

Setting up the National Aftercare Leadership  

 

 Rehabilitative services for children who grow up in  child care institutions (CCI) or orphanage are required as 

at the age of 18, these ‘youth leaving care’ (YLC) of their CCI, lack functional efficiencies, 

education, technical  skills and stable health to live independently. YLC  support when they age out  of care are 

sporadic as Government functionaries, philanthropists, civil society and NGOs are not able to focus on the 

welfare of those who complete their term in the CCIs. The rights of youth who grew up under the State’s 

protection and care were articulated in terms of continued wardship of the State by SAFP. The existing legal 

basis of aftercare entitles YLC both financial and non-financial support for their settlement should be 

comprehensively detailed. Since the YLC themselves are not organised, they do not have an agency to focus 

on asks from their corporate parent that is the State. SAFP through the year focused on a process to organise the YLC. While associating 

with Mr Aditya Yatri, a care leaver scholar at Tata Institute of Social sciences SAFP learnt through out the year. It was able to draft a vision 

document for aftercare work due to this association. The association focussed on providing advice to set up an autonomous national platform 

of Youth Leaving care. Mr Yatri announced the establishment of YCLA in December 2019 and referred to the vision paper drafted by SAFP 

which can be downloaded from the SAFP web site. Mr Yatri has worked largely on his own guided by the struggles of the care leavers he is 

in contact with.    

 

Summit of solutions’: consulting key vulnerable populations and engaging all segments of society to support ODF+ LNOB goal from 2020 

onwards. SAFP supported FANSA in collaboration with WSSCC, by training a team of 22 youth and women 

leaders to participate in this summit that took place in Rishikesh, 16-18 December 2019. The report from the 

women group is available on the SAFP web site to review recommendations that emerged from the discussions on 

one of the groups during the summit. This summit was a unique experience for SAFP youth team as seen in the 

photograph that got together youth leaders from eight states for the summit. The young leaders voiced their 

concern on their voice that as heard last. Even as they spoke they registered their recommendations represented by 

Ms Isha Shandailya who was the youth coordinator for the summit from SAFP. She asked why all the VIPs were 

allowed to take more time and why youth who were heard last got less time. The people on the dais informed that it as an unplanned 

unfortunate truth that the youth did speak towards the end and assured that the next time they were to organise such events the young 

people’s concerns will be taken on a priority and not related towards being the last. 
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Work with Youth  

 

SAFP representative Mr Imran Khan Husseini was invited to attend a number of events in Delhi this year.  He provided input in the civil 

society preperatotory meeting for the HPLF in 9 June 2019 organised by the Wada Na Todo Abhiyan at the India International Centre in 

Delhi. He mobilised youth participation for another meeting on environment concoiusness to support SDG attainment at Visha Yuak kendra 

on on 20 June 2019.  Mr Imran Khan has contributed by writing in the vernacular by interacting with youth participants for youth centred 

meetings on behalf of marginalised youth. The Divya Youth Manch invited Imran to lead group discussion at the International summit for 

the youth orgabised in July 2019. At the American centre Imran contributed to the post Article 377 times discourse. His writing got 

published in the hindi feminism blog where he wrote about women visibility in the labor and work market. This invisibility makes labor of 

women go unrecorded and thus female participation in workforce in India is reported as declining.  This contribution of Imran got attension 

of others who have requested him to write in Hindi for their blogs like youth ki aawaz. He also contributed to developing content for the  

Feminism wikkipedia in Hindi.  

 

IGSSS invited SAFP to write a stratgey paper on youth work in India. This was a result of a meeting orgnaised to celebrate 60 years of its 

fungtioning.  
Work with the unorgansied sector workers  A continuous dialogue was carried out through the year with workers.  

Different meetings were organised by members of National Alliance for Labor during the first week of May. 

Specifically, the two mandatory annual programmes on May 1 and on the birth and death anniversary of Shaheed 

Bhagat Singh were held this year too. Shramik Sansad or Workers Parliament 2019 was organised to mark the 

112th birth anniversary of Bhagat Singh. The event took place at Indian Social Institute where workers were 

updated on the impact of the changes being made in labor laws through codification. The meeting concluded with 

a visit to the Firozshah Kotla maidan to garland the statue of the youth leader. On 28 December 2019 another 

programme was organised to discuss the workers input to the Delhi master plan. The recommendations from most of the 

meetings were formally shared with the central labor ministry representatives. When Covid 19 threw many workers in crisis 

and most of them were fleeing from destination areas to their source areas. SAFP contributed by linking relief and essential 

services to the migrant workers along some migration routes. The Yamuna khaddar housed some agricultural workers that 

were included in the services and food provisioning as they stay near the SAFP office. Mr Imran Hussaini represented 

SAFP in the relief work for migrant workers. He also worked for senior citizens during MARCH 2020. 
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Chapter 3 SAFP Consulting and Learning  

 

Work with women and enterprises in India 

 

Women Enterprise Connect India (WECI) was conceived this year by SAFP to promote the resource 

increase agenda for women. This activity comprised of outreach to both educated and non-educated 

women who have been running their own businesses. Proposals were discussed to highlight their work 

and raise demand collectively to develop women resource zones in each neighborhood. Ms Rakhi 

Gupta worked with a group of small scale entrepreneurs who had set up service agencies to provide 

home care workers and domestic cleaning service. Ms Akta Sehghal invited SAFP members along with 

others to a session at Russian cultural centre where an informative session on women and financial 

planning was undertaken. This programme was first among many other awareness seminars and 

webinars organized by a team of young women who work with Akta to form the Global Women 

Entrepreneurs Cliques.   Similarly, Ms Sonya Tyle another SAFP associate from Club House group 

invited SAFP to develop core programmatic interventions to economically empower the poor by increasing their access to the cash transfers 

made available through existing government programmes and schemes. This group initially called themselves Women and Wealth (WOW). 

This English name was replaced in favor of the name Sathi to make it understood to the those who did not follow English. The WOW team 

researched on different schemes that each vulnerable was entitled and narrowed on a list of schemes that members could have tracked as 

availed by the vulnerable section of society. A base line survey needed to be undertaken to understand who would be the vulnerable and who 

should WOW/Sathi empower financially. Towards this end SAFP shared a questionnaire with the WOW team. This questionnaire was 

developed by a professional team under the banner of Awara Guftar.  

Team Awara Guftar was set up with SAFP association to germinate enterprise ideas in 2018. It has organized budget travel and tours for 

development professionals ever since. These tours are undertaken to explore new places and review business proposals among its members. 

One of the members shared the business of setting up food vans and renting it out as a mode of income generation for a woman led group. 

Other members have long term plans to set up natural farming marketing network. One such network called RMVS incubated marketing plan 

for tetra pack juice in East Delhi. Another women and land network planned that land should be brought at market rate to begin farming. 

This was done in Lucknow by two women entrepreneurs. The Awara Guftar members travelled to understand the model of Book Café set up 

by Ms Swati Kundra in Dharamshala in Himachal. This book café has successfully enrolled students and remote workers to regular foot fall. 
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Local youth have been trained to carry of work as usual and Ms Swati Kundra is ready to replicate this enterprize in different places. Women 

entrepreneurs in different states were encouraged to replicate this model.    

SAFP Consultancies  

Girl First Fund  had given a global call for proposals on ending girl child marriage. The response to this call was over whelming. Consultants 

were hired  in different regions in the world to select the proposals for consideration of support. Dr. Shivani Bhardwaj as hired by Geneva 

Global Inc as a proposal reviewer for proposals that were submitted by Nepal and Uganda. The terms of reference of the work was to reduce 

child marriage through a set of selected intervention matrix. The work started with a training that was provided by Geneva Global inc. The 

task for SAFP was to select proposals with a team of seven consultants operating from different countries. SAFP team consisting of Ms Rita 

Upadhayaya and Ms Pranjali Malhotra assisted Dr Bhardwaj for training purposes in this assignment as this was a time bound short-term 

work that was completed in April. The selection as  based a very well laid out selection criteria that had a digital platform to submit work.     

The second consultancy SAFP undertook was with Caritas India. Ms Deepika Nair and Dr Bhardwaj 

worked on this consultancy together where Ms Nair provided the content for the safeguarding policy 

and practice for this client. This assignment involved work from June to December 2019 which 

included three training events. Mr Amod Khanna was enrolled as the SAFP resource person for an 

Orientation and a training session in Delhi. The policy of safeguarding was field tested through a 

training programme of staff and Caritas partners that was held at Baripda in November 2019. Caritas 

India  Safeguarding Policy and practice guide developed by SAFP has a training module that can be 

applied to other organizations as well. This was a pathbreaking work for our organization as we were 

able to offer perspectives for safeguarding both adult and children who could face vulnerable situations from the exposure to an institution 

intervention. Based on this learning SAFP drafted its own safeguarding manual which can be referred to on the its website.  

The third consultancy offered involved sensitizing police officers in Bihar on Gender Based Violence. This work was  commissioned to an 

NGO called Mittika that trained SAFP representative on applied theatre techniques in February along with other professional trainers. This 

was a unique experience to brush up training skills that were to be applied in a sequel assignment with Mittika. This assignment was the 

work of IFMR lead which had invested itself on analysis of a study conducted on the Gender based Violence of response of Bihar police. 

The research found that the police did not support the victim as they are themselves from a culture rooted in patriarchy and feudalism. A 

training module was designed for attention of Mittika trainers such that a training framework on GBV could be discussed. SAFP was 

requested to suggest Bihar based trainers for an assignment to conduct training of police offers in five different locations. Two trainers 

suggested by SAFP were take on for the assignment. This assignment however could not commence to conducting the actual training due to 

the Pandemic.   
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Seminar on international widows’ day  

Ms Pranjali Malhotra represented SAFP along with Ms Rakhi Gupta to present the findings of research conducted on the status of middle age 

women. The course of the research had a good number of separated and widowed women. She had a very meaningful dialogue with different 

forum representatives. In particular her meeting with Ms Meera Khanna of Guild of services focused on practical difficulties widows shared 

in the course of SAFP and Jamia Research. The guild of service observe June 23 every year as the international widow's day with the UN 

women. This year the Guild of service formulated a specific programme around the Supreme Court judgement for women in distress. The 

challenges in its implementation were discussed at a National meeting organised by Ms Pranjali Malhotra and Rakhee Gupta where the issue 

was highlighted to get a response from the ministry and the NCW. Guild of service had further taken upon reviewing the recommendations 

made as they expressed their plan to prepare a white paper for it. Minister of WCD was been invited to chair the session while 

representatives from various ministries like health, social justice, skill development and panchayati raj were to respond on the progress made 

on the recommendations Supreme Court made on the welfare of all omen in distress. A sequel event which was a round-table consultation 

was held on Monday 24th June at UN women office. Ms Malhotra lobbied for Sathi all for partnerships to be given time and presence in this 

meeting as SAFP had hosted the previous review to understand status of compliance on Supreme Court representation. Ms Malhotra was 

able to recall the recommendations such that government accountability could be understood better. Along with her Rakhee and Onkar Mittal 

did speak about their field experiences in Delhi, as well as in Vrindavan.  

Continued work on advocacy for Vrindavan Widows : The follow up with widows of Vrindavan on the challenges of implementation and 

monitoring of the order of the Supreme Court dated 11 August 2017 was carried on by Ms Rakhee Gupta who made six  visits to the city 

during the year. The PIL related to Vrindavan widows and the report of the six-member committee constituted by the Supreme Court 

submitted on 30th November 2017 has resulted in the recognition of this work as a living legacy for Ms Rakhee Guptas work. Honorable 

Supreme Court requesting the Ministry of Women and Child for action for all ‘Women- in- Distress’ such that they can turn towards for 

empowering themselves by developing their own resource base and social network. The gender resource inequality since independence calls 

for reparation. SAFP has been advocating a convergence programme for women to be implemented by the MoWCD and other Government 

Ministries. The visits to Vrindavan reported that the situation has not improved. To advocate for the rights of the women in distress SAFP 

continued to meet with implementation agencies of Swadhar greha policy and programmes to develop their system of demands in an 

organised manner. SAFP representatives invest brainstorming time with Rakee Gupta to keep her motivated to continue work with the 

widows of Vrindavan. The latest reports from the field was that during the Carona Pandemic the 1000 bed facility inaugurated by MWCD 

for widows in Vridavan has been converted into a Covid facility. The pandemic has set up different kinds of new barriers to get welfare to 

reach this vulnerable people.  
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Seminar on declining Women Participation in Force in India. The executive director of SAFP Ms Deepika Nair and Imran Khan 

represented SAFP at this seminar organized at Eros Hotel Delhi. 

SAFP was invited by breakthrough to hear esteemed panel discuss the serious concern on the declining Female Labor Force Participation 

(FLFP) in India on sequel meetings. The invitation was given to leading stakeholders and SAFP was invited to the event as we had organized 

the consultation on proposing solutions to the impasse. The event that was organized by SAFP has invited women workers leaders and trade 

union organizers. The information from the field was thus captured by the consultation that preceded this one. In the build up to the 

consultation different stakeholders had agreed that this issue is a major concern and that this shall be a worthy of further work.  SAFP 

representative had a important information to contribute however the organizers had invited too many resource people and panelist. Thus the 

voices from the ground went unheard between the legal, academic and the theoretical discourse.  

Chapter 4 Awareness and Policy Impact 

 

 

Advocacy for Domestic Workers : SAFP represented workers movement organized by the NGO Nirmana to advocate for the rights of 

domestic workers at an official event. Organized by the National Human Rights Commission 

(NHRC). This event was a  Regional Conference on ‘Human Rights of Domestic Workers: 

Issues and Challenges’ which was organized in collaboration with ILS Law College, on the 

30th August 2019 in Pune. Through this Conference, the Commission aimed to mainstream 

domestic workers and their right to decent work. The Conference was held under the 

chairmanship of Dr. D.M. Mulay, Hon’ble Member, NHRC. It was also attended by Shri 

Jaideep Govind, Secretary General NHRC, Ms. Soso Shaiza, Hon’ble Member, National 

Commission for Women, Ms. Vaijayanti Joshi, Principal, ILS Law College, Pune. The 

Regional Conference covered nine States from the Western and Southern Regions of India 

which are Maharashtra, Gujarat, Goa, Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka, 

Kerala and Tamil Nadu. It was attended by representatives from the Union Ministry of Labour 

and Employment and representatives from the State Human Rights Commissions (SHRC), Labour Departments of the State Governments, 

Domestic Workers’ Unions, Academicians, Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) and domestic workers from the said regions. Faculty 

members and students of ILS Law College, Pune were also in attendance. The Draft National Policy for Domestic Workers, has not been 

finalized but has been discussed since the year 2000 in India. The Unorganized Social Security Act, 2008 identifies domestic workers as 

wage workers under Section 2(n). This enables them to avail various social security schemes run by the Centre and the State. Through this 
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participation SAFP understood that the government had not considered the recommendations that had been submitted by the trade unions of 

domestic workers and unorganized sector workers.  

 

Understanding Aftercare- A talk by Aditya Yatri  at National Office of SOS Children’s Villages of India on  Dec 16 2019 was held on the 

invitation of the Country Director of India SOS. Aditya  presented to his parent organisation SOS, insight 

based on his doctoral research. He offered solutions to strengthen care and aftercare work for children who 

are abandoned and in orphanages in India. It was the first time that such a presentation was organised for 

SOS formally, and this is a welcome initiative that parent organisation is learning from their beneficiary 

child. Aditya shared that institutionalised children grow up as abandoned youth who don't belong 

anywhere. The institution that support them can shelter more vulnerable children who as young adults of 

18 need to fend for themselves often sans an identity and a community network. Aditya is a member of the 

Support for Youth Leaving Care or SYLC and is leading the Youth Care Leavers Association (YCLA - pronounced as ekla or alone.) For the 

past year Aditya is trying to raise resources to get together orphans to agree to an action agenda and get input from SYLC members on how 

to develop and strengthen the YCLA. The other SYLC members however have not been able to raise resources for this meeting. They get to 

involve care leavers like him to know more information. The CCI need to develop their institutional resources for younger children. The 

business of settling each abandoned child has not picked up as yet. The YCLA inception conference was to take place in April 2020. This 

was done virtually in March end. 

 

Meeting with Shivi Development on Security and women on 30th November 2019 : Shivi 

Development society has organized annual event on women and security. Last year one such event 

as organized and the quorum had set up India forum for Violence against women. Ever since there 

was no follow up and this second meeting was organized to take stock of what transpired as action 

with the members of the forum. Each member refreshed their understanding of the optional protocol 

as well as UN CEDAW provisions and shared that there is high level of insecurity felt not just 

among women but also people of all sexual orientation. At the plenary suggestion were discussed 

between the members to increase security through self-protection and preservation. It was discussed 

that given the situation the framework of local area development.  

Developing Legacy For Women Leaders  

For the past two years SAFP has advocated for developing legacy of women leaders of India. The development of the legacy of Rajni Tilaks 

work as concluded this year after work on it for a period of two years. Two writer namely Dr Krisna Sobti and Ms Santwana Nigam were  the 

focus of this year. Sobti Ji was a much decorated writer acclaimed for her vision of Hindi as a language of the people rather than academia or 
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the puritans. Hindustani according to her genre of writing is to be preserved in a way it was spoken and widely used in the subcontinent.  She 

wanted her own home to be used as a writers hub but her will has been disregarded. The Raza foundation is now to execute her will and SAFP 

will support her legacy by writing about her stature and vision for the next year too such that her last wish is realized. Ms Santwana Nigam 

eminent writer and as a feminist contributed to the world of Indian theatre through her playwrights and translations. The legacy of her work 

was written in her own life time by her in her autobiography. Just before her passing away her family launched the book for private distribution 

and thereafter two meetings were organized by SAFP to read from her book to celebrate her. Both these writers were pathbreakers in their own 

ways. Her theatre group Abhiyan produced a play based on four of her short stories.  

Aces in India This year Dr Pragati Singh had the honor of receiving the Anjali Gopalan Srishti Award for Social Justice yesterday, from none 

other than the revered Ms. Anjali Gopalan, founder of The Naz Foundation India Trust, that initiated 

the PIL against and continued to fight section 377, starting 2001, finally leading to its scrapping in 

2018, and Justice G. R. Swaminathan of the Madras High Court, who earlier this year, issued a decree 

to ban non-necessary surgical (cosmetic) interventions on intersex children in the state of Tamil 

Nadu.SAFP had supported Dr Pragati Singh of Indian Aces to set up a project 

called Aces Going Places last year and by 2019 this became an independent 

group as Dr. Pragati travelled to many cities across India with the support from 

PlanetRomeo Foundation as well as other organisations. The workshops in 

Chennai, Mumbai, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Goa, Mumbai, Pune, Bhopal, 

Kolkata, Chandigarh, and Lucknow got an aware constituency together 

through these workshops on gender and asexuality. Dr Pragati Singh for over 

6 years has become a recognised name and she featured on mainstream media 

to express her placing asexuality perspectives on the BBC where she shared platform with 100 other eminent women 

achievers across the globe. Pragati Singh ho would rather be known as an @practivist was one of the 14 speakers at the 

BBC to share thoughts at the conference called the female future. She delivered an interactive session titled 'Beyond 

Sex: The Future Of Love, Intimacy, And Relationships' which was received rather well by the audience. The Royal family on Sweden met 

with Dr Pragati Singh on a luncheon get together when they were in Delhi this year. The Indian aces programme has taken off independently 

since the beginning of this work year.  

Dr Pragati has completed more that the events she had planned with the assistance of PlanetRomeo as she was able to conduct sessions on 

invitational basis. She has been regularly recording and posting podcasts and uploading interviews. In one of her videos she very confidently 

advocated that it needs only one person to initiate and start a movement. There is no need to look for support those who ant to stop and hear 

https://www.facebook.com/Nazfoundationindiatrust/?__tn__=K-R&eid=ARACfYCnC3Waq4nBllEZRFkpZNY0myM7vf43zva-2rPk4VqRtKzZIag3tBIA1Zq9rZ6BGJuEPK5xC_kM&fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARCrBdAr9odZkv4_M_3HW00ZKzlOSSaGfYCz9E3KFe9nj-2O7XmptV_j8Yt8twRebv919Hx-CRVMKoKawYCBdkVyCNXbT11Eu2Xw96LbMU-_SsMem7VTidPkLOVyjscNh5SofGCsB9TFSABIn8JPuqYvEKUPm43-tVk7IK_-LK7yb6H-E0XR5GkBJnBPPiz-fjAwh8KJYNa7cytzfb2oW2rpDGBTwcy_2OlL1_WPZVPM5hbQfql8xaIaSAAKA0QW8TXCEQ
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they will and the movement will grow. The work of Dr Pragati has been truly inspirational and energising for many including SAFP. She is a 

woman leader who has worked on her legacy in her own life time. 

Tribute to Bharti Roy Chaudhary and forest workers  

The All India Union of Forest Working People (AIUFWP) organized a community women leaders meet on 1-3 November 2019, on the 

occasion of 66th birth anniversary of the women activist Bharati Roy Chowdhury at its Women Empowerment Centre, Village Nagalmafi, 

Saharanpur. SAFP representative attended this meeting to update itself on how women are currently working 

on  land, water and forest issues in relation to the Constitution of India such that solidarities are strengthened 

to understand strategies for follow up. Around 60 women, mostly young women activists, participated in this 

three day programme from the forest regions in the country.  AIUFWP with its sister organization Vikalp 

Social Organization, in Saharanpur, UP, initiated in 1982,  is working extensively on women empowerment, 

development of women leadership from marginalized sections of dalits, adivasi, minorities and from other 

subaltern groups, especially in forested region. The association with Bharti Chaudhary as an initiator of land 

struggle of women in UP for SAFP founder has led the focus of SAFP to work on resource rights, thus this tribute had a great significance. 

Attending this summit also connected SAFP to women leaders who shared their wins and learning that also had been documented.    

The Training On Social Role Valorization  

 

The Key stone foundation India invited SAFP to a four day 

intense input on Social Role Valorisation or SRV. This input 

had a tremendous impact on the two SAFP representatives 

Ms Deepika Nair and Dr S Bhardwaj. Prior to this training 

Mr Vijay Rajkumar and Deepika Nair had conducted indepth 

planning to carry forward work on mental health in Kerala 

and Gurgaon through independent alliance with local groups 

in the state of Kerala. The reason behind this is that the 

culture and language along with the distance from Delhi proves to be more of a deterrent for collaboration. The 

learning from the training on SRV was that each intervention needs to be very person centred and focused.   The 

benefit from this input was that SAFP got linked to the SRV forum through this training event. It can now participate 

in the different surveys and dialogues that take place every day on a what’s app group. The members of the Indian SRV group are largely 

focused on parents carers and services  for people who live with autism.  
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The Hans foundation and the National Trust had supported the training as Key stone India foundation has done extensive advocacy and 

partnership with developing policy and practice with them. The scope of work to deepen mental health intervention in Kerala or to apply SRV 

to women development work is very clear to SAFP people who are trained with Key Stone Foundation. Detailed proposal frame works were 

presented and emailed to the Key stone between December and January. There was a possibility that Keystone could have developed a context 

of work in Uttarakhand along with Hans Foundation. Towards the same proposition Dr Bhardwaj drafted specific proposals to work with 

existing SRV trained people within the state. However, after the initial discussion the government did not respond to the development of WRZ 

in the district Dehradoon as proposed by SAFP.  

Women Entrepreneurship Platform (WEP) Government of India The NITI Aayog a shortlisted Dr Bhardwaj of SAFP in its fourth round 

of the Women Entrepreneurship Award in Jan  2020. 130 participants were chosen from among 1300 applicants who have now been 

provided access to training resources and mentorship from this platform to develop as social 

entrepreneurs. These shortlisted candidates were invited for a networking event at NITI Aayog where 

each gave their introduction and shared aspirations. SAFP representative asked how many of these women 

owned property or had access to their own workplace. Of the 130 women, there were only 11 who has 

some asset base. On being interviewed by the NITI Aayog panel SAFP shared the aspiration to develop 

the woman resource zone in Dehradun district. The panel was looking for short term enterprise that could 

be supported as a market product. The women resource zone idea again would have required much more 

support than the government as willing to allocate at that juncture.   

Ever since SAFP has presented the proposal to government of Uttarakhand trough Key Stone. This work 

agenda shall remain work in progress till it can be fully realized.   SAFP is no on the mailers list of the 

WEP platform. It gets updates of opportunities and services.  
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Club House  

 

Clubhouse was successful in cutting across various age groups this year. This year its members have organised meetings on their own.  Over 

the course of last year, the clubhouse has been consistent in its membership. No new member was added but old membership planned 

outdoor and indoor activities. These members have to further extend invitations to newer locations in NCR to increase the membership of 

their wellness activity. They need to reach to Physiatrist and neurologists who could refer families to clubhouse activity.  The Bhor 

foundation and SAFP Collaborated this year to hold listen in circles too.  On December 11, 2019 the first collaborative meeting took place at 

the serene environs of the Agha Khan renovated Sundar Nursery. Subsequent meeting calls were shared by both the organizations. Ms Deepa 

Sahdev contributed to a Club house meeting organized at Ms Poorbi Menons home. She invited a motivational speakers to explain NLP to 

the club house members.  

 

Faculty and Student Development Programme January 8 2020 Kalindi College  

 

  The faculty of the Kalindi College of Delhi university and SAFP have a link through a CWLR member. The faculty invited SAFP Founder 

to deliver a presentation on its work with a view to open up internship opportunities for the students. Learning from this such information 

was shared with SAFP partners and constituents as such an opportunity is linked with SAFP vision and its realization.    

 

Planning Ahead  

 

The year ahead will carry forward activities on safeguarding vulnerable communities that SAFP was able to reach out in this year. Research 

on youth and development is planned to develop strategies for youth work, to capture work done through the year.   
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Chapter 5 SAFP Collaborators and people 

 

SAFP Board of Trustees 2019-2020 

 

President : Dr Vinay Bhardwaj 

Program Director : Ms Sharmila Mahajhan 

Founder : Dr Shivani Bhardwaj 

Trustee : Ms Manu Tyagi Baijwan  

 

SAFP Team  

Executive Director: Ms. Deepika Nair ( until 2019 November) 

Ms. Pranjali Malhotra Director Projects SAFP India 

Ms. Sunita Gupta Kotnala Advisor goverance 

 

  SAFP Associates 

Dr. Sudeshna Roy – Research Associate 

Dr. Pragati Singh -Aces Going Places Project  

Mr Imran Khan – SAFP Youth and Child Rights Collective   

Mr Aditya Yatri – Youth Care Leavers Association  

Mr Ravi Rabbo  – Program Associate Mari 

Ms Isha Shandaliya – Program Associate Mari 

Ms Shefali – Senior Care Associate  

 

 

Collaboration with Partners:  Planet Romeo Foundation, Jal 

Sansthan, Nirmana, Indian Aces, MARI,   RDAMA, NACDOR, 

NALR, ISI and  FANS
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SAFP Activity 2020-2021  

Chapter 1 Introduction 

This year SAFP shifted its activities to a Uttrakhand as work in Kerela was handed over to local partners. The Carona Pandemic was 

full blown by April 2020 and questions about sustainable development loomed over every one’s minds. At one level there was the 

plight of migrant workers as well as those who succumbed to the virus. At another level there as isolation and mental stress to those 

who had no support during lockdown. SAFP Covid response was immediate and it tinkered with relief as well as long term solutions 

during the financial year.  

East Bengal was hit by Cycle Amphan and SAFP and its partners under took a study as well as relief work for people who were hit by 

this natural disaster. The partners and local teams were trained on safeguarding issues and the relief team was asked to collaborate 

with teams present in the cyclone hit areas for humanitarian assistance.  

Youth Care Leavers Association, National Alliance for Labor Rights and the Rashtriya Dalit Mahila Adolan leaders were mentored 

through the year. Newer networks got linked to the organization as online platforms flourished during the lockdown. SAFP was in 

demand for training and to represent at different online workshops and meetings. 

The SAFP legacy support programme added support to legacy building for men leaders too this year. In developing this work SAFP 

designed a study with Aawara Guftar to understand the services accessed by Dalit and minorities during the pandemic.  

NITI Aayog Women Entrepreneurs were trained in a programme called Farm to fork and a national platform as created for women to 

interact post training. SAFP was a part of this training and the forum that as created thereafter. A few proposals were drafted and 

circulated of which two did get the attention of the agencies they were submitted to. Thus towards the end of the financial year SAFP 

got two assignments one with TAAL wherein SAFP team researched on child safeguarding in India with particular reference to 

Maharashtra for an agency called Educo and another assignment was with ActionAid India again to research on discrimination.  
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Chapter 1  

Work with vulnerable communities                                             

                                                                                                        Amphan Project with Support from EDF 

SAFP trained Dalit women leaders to experience humanitarian work 

this year. India experienced the devastating Amphan cyclone in West 

Bengal on 20th May from 01.30pm to 11.00pm. The speed of the 

cyclone was 180 km/hour and it was the highest in the history of last 

150 years.  Most affected area by Amphan cyclone are North 24 

Pargana, South 24 Pargana, especially Sundarban area in these two 

districts. Most households had lost all they had with services 

disrupted with  electric posts damaged and more than 1,50,000 trees 

fell down on the roads and roof tops. The area lost electricity 

connection from 19th May due to heavy rainfall and the power cut 

continued till 20th June in many areas. The Dalit women SAFP had 

trained last year as entrepreneurs through NACDOR approached 

SAFP for assistance and through a donor called EDF a cash 

assistance was raised by SAFP to respond to the request. A service 

agency was contacted to provide a rapid assessment and needs report 

to understand which area should get what assistance from the grant provided by EDF. The villagers of Sundarban were not even 

getting drinking water as all the area was waterlogged with salty river water due to breakage of many barrages in different areas. The 

agriculture fields were soaked in salt which rendered the soil unfertile for the next five years. The only help from government to the 

villagers were 200 gm chura, 250 gm muri per family one time and 250ml of water per head per day. As the houses were flooded 

under water and there was no possibility to cook food. All the crops in the fields were under saline water which meant that cultivation 

may not be possible for next 3 years.  This impacts the means of survival for those who hard hit with loss of livelihood due to the 

Pandemic.  

After receiving the initial reports of damage from local volunteers, the organization committed to help the people of Sundarban.  An 

initial  meeting of the organisation’s senior team was held on 13th June with local volunteers and it was decided that the organization 

will try to support about 1000 affected and needy families. Subsequently, were held on the whole process of needs of assessment, 

selecting beneficiaries, making different committees and distribution process. Especially, 8 out of the 25 youth entrepreneurs were 

found to be in great need of support. Photographs of their damaged houses were collected. Volunteers’ coordinator also visited them 
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for damage assessment of houses and vulnerable people. SAFP conducted a online training for safeguarding before the relief 

distribution was done and online monitored each day activity till distribution was completed. Detailed activity report is provided 

below 

Background : Losses due to Amphan cyclone in North 24 Pargana, Sundarban areas: 

India experienced the devastating Amphan cyclone in West Bengal on 20th May from 01.30pm to 11.00pm. The speed of the cyclone 

was 180 km/hour and it was the highest in the history of last 150 years.  Most affected area by Amphan cyclone are North 24 Pargana, 

South 24 Pargana, especially Sundarban area in these two districts. The most affected blocks in North 24 paragana  were Basirhat 1, 

Hasnabad, Hingalganj, Sandeshkhali 1, Sandeshkhali 2. There was no such house within these blocks which had not lost anything in 

this cyclone. All the electricity posts had fallen down or damaged.  More than 1,50,000 trees fell down blocking the roads. The area 

lost electricity connection from 19th May due to heavy rainfall and the power cut continued till 20th June in many areas.  

 Hasnabad, Hingalganj, Sandeshkhali 1, Sandeshkhali 2 blocks of Sundarban were waterlogged after the cyclone rendering people  

totally helpless to feed their family. Many of the villagers had lost their houses and took shelter over the new soil barrages and were 

staying under tarpaulin. The villagers of Sundarban were not even getting drinking water as all the area was waterlogged with salty 

river water due to breakage of many barrages in different areas. The agriculture fields were soaked in salt which rendered the soil 

unfertile for the next five years. The only help from government to the villagers were 200 gm chura, 250 gm muri per family one time 

and 250ml of water per head per day. Maximum houses were flooded under water and there was no possibility to cook food. All the 

crops in the fields were under water. Proper cultivation may not be possible for next 3 years because of flooding with salty river water. 

This takes away means of survival for those who were any way hard hit with loss of livelihood due to the COVID 19  Pandemic. After 

receiving the initial reports of damage from local volunteers, the organisation committed to help the people of Sundarban.  An initial  

meeting of the senior team was held on 13th June with local volunteers and it was decided that the organisation will try to support 

about 1000 affected and needy families. Subsequently, were held on the whole process of needs of assessment, selecting beneficiaries, 

making different committees and distribution process. 

Needs  assessment:  A detailed needs assessment was conducted as a first stage of work. The assessment was carried out by a 

committed team of local entrepreneurs.  

Assessment of entrepreneurs: The affected area has a number of youth entrepreneurs being mentored by NACDAOR and TCS. Most 

of them had suffered losses and their houses were damaged. Especially, 8 out of the 25 youth entrepreneurs were found to be in great 

need of support. Photographs of their damaged houses were collected. Volunteers’ coordinator also visited them for damage 

assessment.  
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Houses of  Safia, Asharani Mondal, Nazmul, Shyama, Priyanka, Ujjwal,  Mitu Ghosh, Lipika Mondal, Debesh Saha, Tanmoy Mondal, 

Dipak Mondal, Souradeep Gayen had suffered  badly. Documents and applications were collected from the most affected youth 

entrepreneurs.  

Assessment of 1000 mostly affected families was conducted From the last  week of June,  

Efforts were made  to select such areas or villages who are not getting relief despite huge loss or damages. At first, the team met with 

the government relief officer of Hasnabad and Hingalganj block, Mr. Deep Das and got information about the areas which have not 

got any relief as there are many difficulties due to transportation and geographical challenges. The team noted down the names of the 

villages, the number of families of the villages, necessity of the villagers. The team also talked to many government officers to get 

proper information about the villages. After analysing all the information, the team made a list of the villages with village name, block 

name police station name, number of families, needs of the families. The first round of assessment was done by 28th June. However, it 

took more visits by the team to different areas to finalise the target villages and the first plan could be ready by 4th July. 

Assessment of beneficiaries of villages: The next step was to assess the losses and present economic conditions of the villagers to 

select the beneficiaries. The team collected all the necessary contact numbers and talked to the respective persons and took 

appointment with Panchayat Pradhan, members of the villages, Panchayat secretary etc. The whole team again went to their allotted 

villages and met with the relevant persons.  

Forming different committees for actual distribution of relief material:  The team formed 3 different committees in the target 

villages along with the youth entrepreneurs and village representatives for easy and peaceful execution of the distribution process. 

Following committees were formed: 

1. Beneficiary selection committee, 

2. Relief distribution and monitoring committee, 

3. Post distribution Grievance committee 

• The beneficiaries-selection committee helped the team in surveying all the village houses after which, our volunteers selected 

the beneficiaries under discussion with this committee. 

• The relief distribution committee helped and on the day of coupon and relief distribution. 

• The 3rd committee was formed to deal with the complaints and suggestions by any beneficiary after the relief distribution.  

All the Process of beneficiary selection and making the lists of selected beneficiaries was completed by 10th of July.  
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Relief amount distribution process among entrepreneurs: 

The local team selected 8 youth entrepreneurs for providing 

cash support to help their house repair. The team  collected 

the bank details from them and made a sheet of bank details 

with bank name, branch name, branch code, IFSC code, 

account holders name, account number, address of the 

entrepreneurs.  

After receiving the required information, the office processed 

it and transferred the required relief amount of Rs. 4000/- to 

each of the entrepreneurs account directly on 6th July. All the 

entrepreneurs were very happy and thankful to the 

organisation and Donors. 

Listing up total beneficiaries in the villages:  After a time 

consuming  survey with village representatives and 

entrepreneurs, the team completed  the final selection of 

families in different villages and made a list of total 1008 

families in different villages with guardian's name, ADHAAR 

I’d no by 10th July. 

Purchasing and Packing of relief items: Following relief 

items were purchased and packaged for distribution: The table  

formed one unit of package. 100 such packages were prepared 

for distribution.Quotations were invited from three vendors. 

The cost effective one was selected. The procurement 

committee of the organisation discussed all the quotations and 

approved the best suited one. The selected vendor was then given the purchase order and it supplied the material. 

S.No Items Quantity 

A Food Items 

1 Rice 5 kg 

2 Dal 0.5 kg 

3 Muri 1 kg 

4 Puffed Rice 1 kg 

5 Mustered Oil 0.2 litre 

6 Salt 0.5 kg 

7 Potato 2 kg 

8 ORS 1 packet 

9 Red Chilli 0.1 kg 

10 Turmic 0.1 kg 

11 Sugar 0.5 kg 

12 Match Box 1 

      

B Health and Hygiene 

1 Sanitry Napkin 1 packet 

2 Mask 4 

3 Medicine 1 packet Zeolin tablets 

4 Biscuit/Horlicks 5 packets 

5 Bucket 1 
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Training of Volunteers :An on-line training of volunteers was  

organised on 10th July before the start of the actual relief distribution work. 

Most volunteers participated in the training. The training was provided by  Dr 

Shivani Bhardwaj, Director of SAFP, and Mr Rajesh Upadhyay. The training 

educated the volunteers on the following aspects :  

A. Precautions during COVID times : The participants were oriented on 

the important precautionary measures  while working during the COVID 

19 crisis times such as using masks and covering faces,  maintaining 

physical distances, washing hands regularly  etc. 

B. Physical safeguarding : Such as careful leading and unloading of relief 

materials, especially when crossing rivers and using boats. 

C. Safeguarding children and vulnerable adults : As per safeguarding 

policy of SAFP, the volunteers were oriented on the need to be careful 

while interacting with vulnerable adults ( women, disabled, aged) that 

they are not harmed in any way during our operations. No volunteer should misuse the power position which they acquire due 

to relief material in their hands. They should be careful about the image of the support organisation. If any one comes across 

any malpractice, they should inform the seniors in the organisation.  

Distribution of coupon in the villages: It was decided  to print Distribution card for easy and fair distribution of relief among the 

villagers. The team  printed 1000 cards with coupon number, name of beneficiary, guardian’s name of the beneficiary, Adhàar No. 

and the EDF 

Energy 

organisation’s 

logo was 

printed on it 

as they were 

the donors.  

The teams 

again visited 

the 

Sl. No. Name of Village No. of 

families 

covered 

1 Itinda Panitar Viillages 350 

2 Merudandi 78 

3 Kachharipara 110 

4 Nazat - 4 130 

5 Baynara 100 

6 Goramari-Shitalia 210 

7 Madhyampur 30 

 Total 1008 
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beneficiary families, distributed the coupons and asked them to come with the coupons on the distribution day. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Relief Distribution: After completing the packing of relief items and coupon distribution, it was the time for actual  action of relief 

Distribution in the villages. The team  informed the village Distribution and monitoring committee and finalized the dates, time and places of 

distribution in the selected villages. The village committee had done all arrangements at the distribution place, some tables, chairs, some 

extra volunteers for managing the whole process and the line management of the beneficiaries and all other necessary arrangements. In 

August a post distribution monitoring visit was made by SAFP consultant to verify the distribution list pasted below and to assess the 

situation at the closure of the project.  

Thus, the humanitarian mission to help 1008 most affected families was completed with assistance from EDF Energy donors, SAFP is 

greatful to EDF for giving this support to help the helpless. 

Entreprenuership in food sector training July 22 to July 30 2020 

 

SAFP participated in a training programme that was organised by the 

Association for Lady Entrepreneurs in India (ALEP) called  ‘FARM to 

FORK’, . This one-week virtual ‘Entrepreneur Development Program’ for 

women entrepreneurs in the food processing sector got SAFP trained in by 

the Ministry of Food Processing Industries, the Atal Innovation Mission 

(AIM), NITI Aayog with technical guidance provided by the Institute of 

Food Processing Technology (IIFPT), Thanjavur. The objective of this 

virtual EDP program was to provide training on all the aspects of the food 

processing industry to both startups and aspiring women. SAFP after 

getting trained offered to bring its members into the framework of making 

government schemes work for women in the country through food 

processing sector. It took messages of this training back to local CWLR 

members in the Uttrakahnd area. These members were inspired to make 

vocal their local interests. SAFP thus tried to attempt  understanding 

marketing and branding by becoming a bridge between vulnerable 

women working on the farm to women who could set up enterprizes. 

Nazma Khatoon was selected to lead the change but when proposals for 

the same were sent to the forum the members relaised that  The 

infrastruture for work that was to be provided by the organisations like 

ALEP were maninly servicing south of India. The other entrprise 

supporters were like goldmanSaccs were explored as well and the 

women from the uttrakhand villages found that there is an income and 
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asset cap to apply for the small scale enterprise offers that existed during that month. Thus millets have already been converted into ice 

crème. Under inion mission processing clusters were developed by cutting the onions near the production centres to enhanse the price 

through small intervention. A women group was supported by IIFT to make ionion paste pacakage it and sell it through state supported micro 

industries value chain. The subsidising schemes were introduced for local as well expansive markets through supply chain to sustain 

business. The owners still remained owners and workers remanined as wage rate persons. SAFP was active in this forum for 4 months. 

Learning from this a proposal for women SHG entrepreuer strenthening was submitted to three organisations. 

 

Mentoring leaders  

 

Armed with the past work and its relationships in field area , SAFP as part of an online All India women’ leaders convention called Justice 

from the margins that continued to  invite dalit and tribal women leaders from different states of India to share strategies to strengthen 

themselves and their constituencies. These meetings were held every Wednesday  under the banner of The Rashtriya Dalit and Adivasi 

Mahila Andolan  (RDAMA). SAFP was part of these meetings early during the year. 

 

SAFP continued to be an active member in the Support For Youth Leaving Care (SYLC) group to generate discussion on how leadership 

would be strengthened among care leavers in India. The ongoing work on mental health that organised support for those affected by illness 

continued as much as constant interaction among the members of Consult For Women and Land Rights to deepen knowledge base on women 

resource rights discourse with vulnerable women.  

 

Leadership of vulnerable women  

 

From April intensive work was carried out to get together different networks to nominate women and young girls to consider training 

opportunity to develop as leaders. SAFP planned a women leader’s summit in 2019. Different avenues were explored to revive RDAMA with 

NACDOR, NALR, SAFP and ISI. These agencies invested their own resources this year. The rape of a Dalit woman in Hathras caused a lot 

of angst and rage among women and men and RDAMA asked SAFP to respond pronto to get in touch with National Commission for Women 

for speedy fact finding. Even as the government did intervene at the central level local administration took charge of evidence and the plaintiff’s 

family was isolated from media attention. This added fuel to the national rage on the issue. Peace building activities were organized through 

one on phone calls and web-based meetings to undertake oath that no further outrage of any kind should cause further upset.    

 

Supporting women empowerment work online SAFP supported different women movement online through the year. The meetings 

conducted by Red dot foundation on safe spaces got together international participants through the year. SAFP took on the role of facilitator 

in these workshops to conduct group work and lead zoom outbreak group discussions.  
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Leave No One Behind (LNOB) Summit of solutions: Aditya Chegoankar, The Ekla Youth leader SAFP supports since 2009 and he was 

chosen as a representative of vulnerable populations from India for engaging all segments of society to support ODF+ LNOB goal from 

April 2020 onwards. SAFP had worked with WSSCC last year and had sent a team of 22 youth and women leaders to participate in this 

summit that took place in Rishikesh, 16-18 December 2019 (see report on SAFP website) The recommendations from the summit were tried 

on by different vulnerable communities but the pandemic got all the process of application of the learning from the summit to a side. 

Vulnerable communities like care leavers, people who have disabilities and those who had dependencies of old age and income on others 

faced isolation by sudden announcement of lock down.  

 

Aditya got youth leaders from five different district to one platform to understand that case of different vulnerable population. For example, 

care leavers faced a lot of housing distress that makes water and sanitation insecure as well. Other youth coordinator like Ms Isha Shandailya 

who was the youth coordinator for the LNOB summit from SAFP coordinated representation of youth from Madhya Pradesh and Uttar 

Pradesh. These youth had met Isha during different festivals like the Kabir Yatra during the year. Mr Ravi Rabbo was also in touch with the 

youth he had mobilised during the summit last year to ensure that all of them accessed safe water and sanitation even after returning back to 

the rural areas. He conducted online yoga training to help his constituency destress themselves during the pandemic. Ms Manu Tyagi who is 

a board member of SAFP also picked up Yoga to connect to young women to set up a wellness network that met online and got linked toa 

morning yoga routine.  

 

Work with Youth:  Life after Covid 19 requires local focus at the neighborhood level. A youth group as mentored by SAFP in April 2020 in 

Dehradun to work with adults to sustain water resources through awareness to revive flow of feeder streams in different wards of Dehradun. 

Sustaining quality of soil and water peculation through home gardens, composting and plantation in the river watershed is what youth were 

trained on for initiating a sustainable development in their neighborhood. The youth went through a series of sit in trainings and habitat 

walks. They were asked to seek permission from family to engage in self development though Sustainable Development of Ward. Some of 

them choose to talk to senior citizen of their area to document an interesting story about the history geography and economy of their ward.   

The others were tasked with convincing a new partner who will work with them  for one month on joint short term goal. The youth were 

trained for developing their goals through a  two day workshop by thinking about what medium and long term goals can be sustaining them 

as indivudlas and as family members. This workshop was held on 17 May 2020 with the objective to make Youth learn from elders in their 

neighbourhood  to kick start the “love your neighbourhood (LYN) campaign of Ward number 1 of Dehradun.  Mr Shushant Bohra 

Counsellor Ward 1,  was then planning to organsie a massive treeplantation drive and he was seeking participation of the neihborhood to 

plant trees and vegetables at thelocal green festival called the Harela Parv. This festival was organsed  on July 15th and to save water 
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resources of this ward.  To develop  momentum towards the festival Youth members were instrumental in spreading awareness about it. 

They asked members in their neihborhood to own this campaign to revive relationships between people and our resources of the ard. Thus a 

discussion about reviving local rivulet called Nalloutta was initiated this year. Youth discussed with Mr Rawat how to make resources of the 

ward  sustainable for all. Mr Rawat then led the youth for a walking treck to the river bed through a forest patch. Along the way he showed 

that the area had water sources that have gone out of use due to lack of repair and attation of locals in the area. He showed how the river 

could be fed by different streams but its waters need to be harvested to feed the vegiation much before it is allwed to flow away into larger 

livers and then into the ocean. He explained the art of harvesting each drop of water for agriculture such that it does not flow off as waste to 

be poluuted by plastic and adulterations downstreme.He inspired youth to do  Shramdaan to make a clear path to alk down streme to meet the 

river often. He asked the youth to get their own water bottle, trash bag and gardening “chimta” or “hattha”, to clean the walk area of weed 

and garbage and while walking to the river. Dr Bhardwaj requested the youth to contact the local people who can contribute to stories and 

development of the area.  

 

Soon after above activities a youth leader Mr Gaurav and his mentor Ms Amrit Barrett offered that SAFP collaborate with their NGO called 

Himagaman for future projects. Gaurav and his team then worked upon developing their own vegetable growing farm. The youth group 

organized a training trip to understand options for the same. As a result of the work done through this campaign SAFP could launch its 

project called Girls Aspire mentioned below. 

 

Project Girls Aspire: SAFP is supporting four girls whose mothers earn less than Rs 8000 to help their daughters aspire to be independent 

and live a life on their terms. Two elder girls have passed high school and are sisters one wants to be in the police and another an air hostess. 

Two younger girls are in their 3rd standard. They want to be in the forces. These girls are being raised by single mothers who cook in other 

peoples home to earn their living. Education and coaching is costly. This campaign is to raise a fund Rs 2 lakh each for the girls so that they 

learn to nurture relationships and continue to aspire towards their goal. 

These are girls from Sinola village on Mussoorie road Dehradun of ward 1.  Two girls Ashu and Nishu live in a small house with two 

brothers who also aspire to be engineers and mother cannot support them too. The girls are bright but with no piped water they spend more 

time fetching water from a water spring across the robber’s cave stream called Nallautta. They live next to the stream in a Khala. The kutcha 

road down the hill side is very steep. It has no street light. The girls will walk to the coaching class near Behl chauk. They cannot afford 

transport.  
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SAFP requested Milaap to help the girls raise funds towards contribution to pay the fee of three lacs to the choice of their course.  The girls 

have figured out that Franklyn air hostess course will get them a job placement to earn and study to then prepare for working in the forces. 

An Intern Ms Archana Meena was put to the task of raising the resources with the girls.  

 

Another young girl had lost link with her studies as she did not have a mobile. A donor Ms Barbara Engling was contacted to donate money 

for her to get to buy a mobile phone and later she was facilitated to be linked to a teacher to get to learn spoken English. This task is ongoing. 

Work with the unorgansied sector workers  A continuous dialogue was carried out through the year with workers as work on codification 

of the labor laws into four bills was going on. SAFP had begun outreach work with construction workers of 

Uttrakhand since April 2020. The workers were constantly made aware about the changes that were taking place at 

the level of the ministry of Labor in Delhi.  

 

During the pandemic when workers were walking back to reach their homes, SAFP as part of National Alliance for 

labor Rights became part of support efforts of reaching assistance to workers who were collapsing on the way. It is 

in times such as these the power of alliances could be felt. The workers support team from NALR members in Delhi 

provided cooked food and water on the way. A mobile unit for charging phones of the workers who were working 

was provided with help of a student volunteer who travelled with the workers from Dehradun to Muzzafarnagar. 

SAFP also contributed to cooked food stall in the neighbourhood of its offices. On May 1 workers were interviewed 

to speak out their messages for officials at Ministry of labor for call for help.  These messages were relayed along 

with a charter of demands from workers to the government. SAFP advisor Ms Arunduti Roy Chaudhary assisted a group of workers to reach 

assistance by offering translation services over phone. The usual work of celebrating workers day, and the martyr day of Shaheed Bhagat 

Singh were conducted as before albeit online.  
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Chapter 3 SAFP Consulting Training and Learning  

 

Work with women and enterprises in India 

 

Women Enterprise Connect India (WECI) was conceived this year by SAFP to promote the resource increase agenda for women. This 

activity comprised of outreach to both educated and non-educated women who have been running their own businesses. Proposals were 

discussed to highlight their work and raise demand collectively to develop women resource zones in each neighborhood. Ms Rakhi Gupta 

worked with a group of small-scale entrepreneurs who had set up service agencies to provide home care workers and domestic cleaning 

service. Ms Akta Sehghal invited SAFP members along with others to a session at Russian cultural centre where an informative session on 

women and financial planning was undertaken. This programme was first among many other awareness seminars and webinars organized by 

a team of young women who work with Akta to form the Global Women Entrepreneurs Cliques.   Ms Akta Sehghal invited SAFP to become 

a member of WICCI UP that met four times to understand how women in Noida UP could collaborate to develop their own entrepreneurs 

zone. Similarly, Ms Sonya Tyle another SAFP associate from Club House group invited SAFP to develop core programmatic interventions 

to economically empower the poor by increasing their access to the cash transfers made available through existing government programmes 

and schemes. This group initially called themselves Women and Wealth (WOW). This English name was replaced in favor of the name Sathi 

to make it understood to the those who did not follow English. The WOW team researched on different schemes that each vulnerable was 

entitled and narrowed on a list of schemes that members could have tracked as availed by the vulnerable section of society. A base line 

survey needed to be undertaken to understand who would be the vulnerable and who should WOW/Sathi empower financially. Towards this 

end SAFP shared a questionnaire with the WOW team. This questionnaire was developed by a professional team under the banner of Awara 

Guftar.  

Study on access to services during Covid : SAFP members are founder of a professional team called Awara Guftar that travels to be together 

twice a year to develop strategy on issues that matter to them. Before that pandemic SAFP had invited them to meet in Dehradun to develop 

SAFP strategy and form a new board of SAFP that would be set up to operate from Dehradun. This plan got disrupted as there were travel 

restriction. Team Awara Guftar worked in the early half of this year to propose a study to compile primary information on access to government 
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schemes during the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak. It began the study by examining actions of state and individual non-state actors which 

initiated messages during Covid-19 in India, and further examined role of media in amplifying & intensifying access to short term and long-

term relief and rehabilitation. Tools were developed by Awara Guftar members across different states of India and this was planned as a very 

big national study that would request funding support. However, no funding could be organised so a smaller pilot version of the study was 

conducted by SAFP in UP, UK and Delhi. The study documented the lived experiences of the vulnerable like the elderly during and in the 

aftermath of the Covid-19 outbreak, their struggles in coping with the loss of dignity, security, livelihood, and disruption in access to food & 

healthcare. The finding of the study as that the Government and other agencies have launched number of relief measures to address the 

vulnerabilities of poor and marginalised, small farmers and small businesses to control the immediate economic impact. This study assessed 

that the relief interventions, did reach people however there were bias and prejudice practiced at every level of service delivery. The study 

resulted in creation of a list of discretionary practices that was systematically faced by the vulnerable and poor in the process of relief 

distribution and employment access. SAFP was able to record short videos and post responses of minorities on social media to highlight gap 

in service delivery such that the governance mechanisms address the gap. Thank fully the local leader of Ward 1 of Dehradun, Mayur Vihar 

Delhi and of Sahibabad UP responded positively on seeing the documentation and the situation was normalised at the next distribution of dry 

rations in the area. This study and social media campaign got SAFP in touch with relief work organised in the three states. Mr Imran Khan 

worked relentlessly on relief in Delhi and Ghaziabad, Ms Many Tyagi worked on relief provisions in Noida area where as Ms Neha Jitender 

worked in Dehradun along with Dr Bhardwaj. 

SAFP Consultancies Taal and SAFP jointly won a bid to write  a compendium of child safeguarding in India. This assignment was 

advertised by an organisation called Educo that support work in schools of Maharashtra through NGOs. The research work for this 

assignment was done by Dr. Sudeshna Roy and Dr Shivani Bhardwaj. This work is to carry on in the next financial year as well.  
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IFMR lead conducted a research on the Gender Based Violence (GBV) of response of Bihar police. The research found that the police did 

not support the victim as they are themselves from a culture rooted in patriarchy and feudalism. A training module was designed by Mittikka 

on GBV and a member of SAFP was hired this year to conduct training on behalf of IFMR in the month of March 2021.   

 

Publication Work: Dr Sudeshna Roy published three articles this year on woman and space. Dr Prem Chaudhary 

book review by Dr Bhardwaj was published in the CDWS Journal for the book Gender power and identity. The book 

is a compilation of different essays written by the author on how patriarchy set its roots in Haryana. The book made 

very interesting observation around the issue of gender relations and land rights in the harsh terrain of land that was 

very difficult to yield produce.  The theorizing base of the practical work SAFP has done on woman and land rights 

was just the right combination of knowledge and practice. Thus this book review was utilized as a theoretical base to 

cite examples during the workshops and lectures that SAFP organized entire year.  

Indo Global Social Service Society (IGSSS) was celebrating its jubilee this year and they request SAFP to write 

learning for them about youth development work that IGSSS initiated. Dr Bhardwaj wrote a piece on this topic for 

publication in the product that shall represent the years of experience the youth programme of IGSSS called SMILE 

had initiated since 1982.  

 

Safeguarding Children and its conceptualisation: The research carried on through the year focused on safeguarding. The pandemic kept 

children isolated in homes and this had a huge impact. SAFP concerns could be shared to offer pointed solutions at an online seminar on the 

topic in February 2021. 

 

The seminar was organised by an organisation called Zone 4 solutions, headed by Mr Nakul Tarn Kumar. Mr Kumar had worked with the 

disaster management sector of the government. The seminar therefore had people from the district and state disaster plans who shared 

concerns along with academia as well as the practitioners.  
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Chapter 4 Awareness and Policy Impact 

 

Developing Legacy For Leaders  

 

For the past three years SAFP has advocated for developing legacy of women leaders of India. The development of the legacy of Rajni Tilaks 

work as concluded this year after work on it for a period of two years. Two writer namely Dr Krisna Sobti and Ms Santwana Nigam were  the 

focus of  last year. This year SAFP worked on developing the legacy of Mr MN Roy. It requested a Dehradun walkers group to include names 
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of historical figures of Dehradun and develop trails around the city of places they visited and held their meetings in. The importance of 

conserving ideation and cultural diversity did not click to well with this heritage group. This task will be an ongoing one for the next two years. 

 

Work on widows of Vrindavan : SAFPs Rakee Gupta continued her work with the widows of Vrindavan by keeping in touch with this 

group of vulnerable women constantly. The report from the field was that widows were evicted during the Carona Pandemic from the 1000 

bed facility inaugurated by MWCD for widows in Vridavan as it was converted into a Covid facility. The pandemic has set up different kinds 

of new barriers to get welfare to reach this vulnerable people. A case of an aggrieved woman who got burnt near Krishna kutir was also 

highlighted by Rakhee to get justice to the evicted Women. Advocate cell as requested to file an RTI on behalf of evicted women asking for 

information on the process of getting the facility back to restore adequate housing for the widow women. 

 

Work on Sexual Harassment:  SAFP continues to be on the ICC committee of two ministries, 2 research organizations and 3 law firms. 

These organisations invited SAFP to speak on awareness online events on sexual harassment at work place. 

The Utkal University invited SAFP to deliver a lecture on the topic to it Masters levels students. This lecture 

was conducted for a two hours duration online.  

 

IIM Sambhalpur also invited SAFP to speak on operational aspects of sexual harassment at workplace as part of an HRD course  

 

An off line workshop was conducted at the office of the  DGA (Energy), New DELHI at ITO on February 12 2021 on the topic. The 

members found the examples provided by SAFP enlightening to understand issues around consent and the participants promised to track 

their own behaviors not only at workplace but also in their homes and neighborhood.  

 

The follow up work with Social Role Valorization : The Key stone foundation India worked with SAFP on  proposals to make the team a 

productive members of the Indian SRV group. The Indian SRV team are largely focused on parents carers and services for people who live 

with autism. To broad base the understanding of current members SAFP was requested to share with the India team work done by SAFP with 

construction workers. SAFP provided this input online and this input was well received. SAFP also made an attempt to open collaboration with 
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Arunima an SRV member that has an office within the neighbourhood. Discussions resulted into a visit of Arunima members to SAFP office 

in Dehradun. SAFP assisted Arunima in publicity of an event that they organized on world Autism day. 

Club House  

Clubhouse was mostly active on what’s app this year. This year its members have organised meetings on their own one on one when need 

arose for support. Only two online meetings were conducted and two offline. Dr Sneh Mohan and Mt Ajay Tiwari were active in online 

mediation meetings with senior citizens.  

SAFP members were actively contacted during the winter months  so that the isolation faced by them would break. Emails and whatsapp 

connections were kept alive to motivate members to take on a tenday long meditation course that helped to learn Vipassna.  

 

Addressing the issue of gender and space  

SAFP was addressing young women gathered through the year on the issue of understanding their own rights within the spaces they access.  

To begin with SAFP was very active in the international web based meeting organized by Red dot on zoom. Dr. Sudeshna published an 

article on how metro in Delhi improved life for women. Her writing can be accessed at Negotiating Commuting Spaces by Women in Delhi 

Metro | World Pulse .  

The faculty of the  Bharti college and Kamla Nehru College of Delhi University (DU) invited SAFP to share its work with students of DU.. 

SAFP had shared its  work in the Okhla with CWLR members and EqualSaree and other NGOs in the area. One such NGO was Cequin. The 

Director of Cequin Ms Laoura Prabhu ho had organized this input, introduced SAFP Founder to deliver a presentation on its work with a 

view to open up internship opportunities for the students with their organization. The idea of developing spaces managed and controlled by 

women did excite the young women and their teachers. However, this was also a time of lockdown so physical movements were minimized. 

It is hoped that the interest sparked will remain alive during the dormant phase and will resurrect at the right moment to contribute to 

equalizing a world that is more peaceful and less harmful. 

Planning Ahead  

The year ahead will carry forward activities on safeguarding vulnerable communities that SAFP was able to reach out in this year. Research 

on youth and development is planned to develop strategies for youth work, to capture work done through the year.   

  

https://www.worldpulse.com/community/users/safecity/posts/99075
https://www.worldpulse.com/community/users/safecity/posts/99075
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Chapter 5 SAFP Collaborators and people 

 

SAFP Board of Trustees 2020-2021 

 

President : Dr Vinay Bhardwaj ( resigned on March 2021) 

Program Director : Ms Sharmila Mahajhan 

Founder : Dr Shivani Bhardwaj 

Trustee : Ms Manu Tyagi Baijwan  

 

SAFP Team  

Ms. Pranjali Malhotra Executive Director SAFP India 

Ms Vandana Mahajan Gender Equality Advisor 

Ms. Sunita Gupta Kotnala Advisor SAFP  

Ms Seema Jay Kumar Advisor Mental Health 

Ms Arundhuti RoyChaudhuri Advisor Child Rights  

Mr Rajesh Upadhyaya Advisor Worker Advocate 

  SAFP Associates 

Dr. Sudeshna Roy – Research Associate 

Mr Imran Khan – SAFP Youth Associate   

Ms Rakhee Gupta – Women Rights Associate 

Mr Aditya Yatri – Lead Youth Care Leavers Association  

Mr Ravi Rabbo  – Program Associate Wellness 

Ms Shefali – Senior Care Associate  

Ms Neha Jitendra – Entrepreneur Associate  

Ms Wasima Akhtari – Intern MSO project 

Ms Archana Meena – Intern Girls Aspire Project 

 

Collaboration with Partners:  Nirmana, RDAMA, NACDOR, 

NALR, WICCI and Himagagam 
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Annual Report SAFP 2021 April to March -2022 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

The activities in this year can be seen within the categories of covid work, leadership support and consultancies. 

The Covid work involved awareness raising against the misconceptions around the vaccine and distributing food, 

sanitary napkins and medical supplies along with counselling. With support of Rotary International covid kits were 

distributed among the poor and needy while drive for awareness was conducted across three states. Four 

consultancies during the year got the research portfolio of SAFP furthered. The Kritagyata team of SAFP engaged 

over a dozen counsellors to provide mental health support through out the pandemic period. The covid work and 

consultancies helped raise awareness on our long-term mission of reducing gender resource gap through allocations 

to women and develop leadership of the vulnerable. We were able relate with partners and collaborators to develop 

human resource that would take the concept of woman resource zone forward. The social capital earned during the 

year was higher than the financial as what we could generate as grants was directed at getting the beneficiary aid 

directly from the person who wished to donate. This way SAFP supported the fee for 20 students through Girls 

aspire project and through project Kritagya as well as supported uniforms for 40 orphan girls at Apna Ghar. The 

direct donors to Apna Ghar were Mr Vonid Kumar and Ms Ashita Mittal. Ms Swati Sharma, Ms Margret Rai and 

Ms Nandini donated to the orphanage in kind. The take away for SAFP was to enroll Apna Ghar as a member of 

SAFP strategy to make Orphan Women leaders for the WRZ plan in Dehradun. During the course of the year, SAFP 

contacted different entities and women leaders to understand the ways to address the gender resource gap. Apna 

Ghar Inc in Chicago as another home of destitute women that SAFP got in touch with to provide voluntary support 

in form of inputting towards their finance manual for destitute women who came to the shelter.  

Back home women and care leavers hit by Covid were organized to seek counselling, attend wellness programmes 

organized by SAFP members. A woman workers forum was set up in Delhi and they understood options for them 

self and enrolled for trainings to set up their enterprise. SAFP worked with WICCI Uttrakhand to collectively 

develop an understanding on how different women led enterprise can add an element of mutual benefit for each 

other. 

 Towards the year end Badlao Foundation contacted SAFP to discuss its gender strategy. SAFP team visited 

Badloa foundation field areas to understand how the two organizations could merge their agendas together. Badlao 

Foundation has already registered Mutual Benefit Trust (MBT) of women in Jamtara and Godda districts of 

Jharkhand. They also have women organized in livelihood teams as well as infrastructure that MBT could use to 

reduce gender resource gap for them selves as well as their own communities. SAFP and Badlao Foundation have 

developed plans to further the empowerment of the MBT.   
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Chapter 2: Training vulnerable to lead their communities 

 
 

Leadership of vulnerable women SAFP is working with vulnerable communities since its inception. The focus has been to develop 

women leadership in all communities we work with.  

 

Mentoring Widows  

From April 2020 to March 2021 SAFP was in constant touch with widow’s who had lost the main bread winner to Covid. Ms Manu 

Tyagi Baijalwan and Ms Rakhi Gupta took a lead in this work. Ms Rakhi who was herself widowed this year resurrected from her grief 

to not only help herself and take charge of her situation but also assist other women for whom the situation was similar. These two 

members of SAFP worked diligently at different levels to reach out to over 150 women across India. A case that was dealt with in 

September 2021 can explain the kind of work done by SAFP team. Mrs X ( name not disclosed for privacy issues) was married from 

north India middle class family to a Telegu speaking business owner who died dur to Covid. Mrs X did not speak Telegu and did not 

understand paper work of her in laws who transferred the business and house ownership documents of the dead husband to their name. 

It was only when a lady officer of the district house registration called to ask her if she had no objection to the transfer of house and 

property did she realize that her husbands family is disowning her. Fearing her life in such a situation she fled the husband’s home to 

live with her parents. Since her family has little to go by she wants to reclaim what belongs to her and her daughter. Ms Rakhi Gupta 

helped this woman with contact with the police and counselled her to be strong and get back to the marital home as directed by the 

police. Dr Bhardwaj continued to support her with information on how to be bold to take on her rightful share from her in laws.  

 

Ms Rakhi Gupta has coined herself as a people’s representative or a 

Jan Parshad. In this capacity she represents the vulnerable at 

different forums. She attended the international Widows days 

meeting organized by Guild of services this year too. This meeting 

was organized at the UNDP hall where other imminent actors were 

present. On the occasion Ms Rakhi launched her publication that she 

had written on Vrindavan widows before the pandemic. She was able 

to let the audience know that a multispecialty home was created for 

the widows with facility to house a 1000 widows in distress in Vrindavan but the facility was withdrawn during covid and widows, most 
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were aged looking for accommodation and a place to get food when the facility was transformed into a covid ward. Ms Rakhi appealed 

to the forum to support the vulnerable during such difficult circumstances.  

Leadership work with Dalit women  

 

SAFP training work with RDAMA was to be for a short period. 

Yet it’s relationship with RDAMA members continues. The covid 

times have been particularly rough of Dalit and Adivasi women 

who faced lack of income as men of their families migrated from 

town back to rural areas flooding homes where the woman had to 

cook meals and serve to many more mouths than last year. 

Thankfully most of these women have begun to set up small work 

such as vegetable farming and sowing work. Ms Pushpa Vevek 

President of the RDAMA was unwell during this period but she 

kept sharing inspirational videos and information to activate the 

members. The videos of Kamala Bhasin were shared frequently 

even so after her illness and her death in September 2021. She 

suggested that RDAMA embers apply to set up Eshram portals 

that government was initiating. Ms Sumedha Baudh the General Secretary took another way. She got to set up 

her own enterprise this year near her home to put information provided by Ms Pushpa ji in practice. Her way is 

to set an example that she can be a bread winner of her family. This did not mean she did not carry on her 

activities. She went back to work for the NGO that could support her and assist her to organize awareness 

campaigns as before. Ms Kanta Baud based in Hyderabad continued her activities online and offline like many 

other RDAMA women leaders. 

 

Aftercare Leadership During the second wave SAFP Aftercare leader Mr Aditya Charegaonkar ( read more 

about his journey at A Tale of Social Impact - Intrapreneurship... (alumnest.org) 

) worked relentlessly to seek assistance from different levels of leadership to 

serve the constituency of those who had lived in a Child Care Institution. 

His work ranged from meeting leaders at the local and state level. In the 

news item at the picture Aditya is presenting the concerns of aftercare youth 

the secretary of Women and Child in Maharashtra. He was part of 

investigation of what is happening to aftercare youth while they suffered 

due to Covid. This moved him to organize ration support to some members of the Youth Care Leavers 

https://alumnest.org/f/a-tale-of-social-impact---intrapreneurship-8771?source=view&utm_source=Campusfeed&utm_campaign=Campusfeed-Sharing&utm_medium=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR0P4WQLKACA-mr03Icj3XcJ8TrYQHol06qoELRidh8jXxi3MNmTYxeHbZc
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Association (YCLA). He found that many young people do not even have their basic Identification Documents (ID). He advocated for 

the basic as well as many other needs, wants and rights of the wards of the state with the right authorities. Advocacy without linking to 

ongoing solutions falls flat. While SAFP could not provide any financial assistance to Care leavers this year unlike last year, it kept 

link with Aditya by maintaining communications to try for developing linkage for his work with other SAFP work like Kritagyata. 

Aditya associated with different care leavers in Maharashtra wherein he assisted a children home and youth hostel to clear up the 

debris to initiate a playground for the youth. He also began counselling session in youth hostels and organized group activities for 

youth to feel included in social work around their hostel. Towards this end Aditya participated in different activities of Swatch Bharat 

Abhiyaan. Along with other Care leavers across the nations Aditya participated in care leavers café discussion online as well as 

offline. SAFP wrote three articles on care leavers to assist the YCLA articulation. The Azim Prem Ji Foundation approached Aditya 

this year to support the cause of care leavers. This is work in progress and it is hoped that the care leavers agenda will be developed 

with support of the foundation in future. 

 

Work with Youth Mr. Imran Khan worked on different charity mission food distribution during the Covid highs. In particular he was 

visiting the farm workers in Yamuna Khadder to understand their needs during the period there was no work and they got no wages to 

be able to buy food.  Imran was a great support to women that were being organized by Rakhi Gupta 

in Trilokpuri. He was also helping elderly people by reaching services like medical assistance and for 

paying bills, repair of equipment to those who were of age.  

Imran worked with Youth ki Aawaaz to contribute to this social media platform, stories that had 

social relevance and message for the young on different areas they could feel inspiration. These areas 

ranged from sexuality to social action. Along with SAFP team Imran participated in research with Ms 

Sudeshna and Wasima Aktari in research on access of government schemes to the marginalized. 

Imran conducted interviews to develop case studies of ten youth for this national research. This research as supported by Action Aid. 

 

Work with the unorgansied sector workers  A continuous dialogue was carried out through the year with workers with help of 

zoom meetings with different workers. These were forest workers, construction workers, ragpickers as well as domestic workers. 

There was much dis tress regarding the codification of the laws into four different codes. SAFP 

along with experts dispelled confusion to update workers within its network to develop awareness 

about what lies ahead. On May 1 SAFP assisted a national level organisation to hold a zoom 

seminar on labor welfare measures planned by the government. Towards this end SAFP linked the 

NGO with contacts within the Ministry of labor so that confidence building could take place 

directly from the agency that was trying to reorganise the benefits into the Shram or labor portal 

offered by the government later in the year.  

On August 8th 2021 SAFP provided training input to Construction and Domestic workers of 
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Nirmana. The sessions were pertaining to developing a vision for the future of the organisation to initiate the second line leadership 

consisting of equal number of male and female members. Dr. Debi Saini took a three-hour session on team building as an important 

aspect of leadership of the workers.  

 

  
Chapter 3 SAFP Consulting and Learning  

 

Work with women and enterprises in India 

WICCI  Uttra khand  

SAFP was active throughout the year to support the formation of  WICCI Uttrakhand. This work as led by Project Purkul Director Ms 

Amrit Barret and Ms Mamta. This activity comprised of outreach to both educated and non-educated women who have been running 

their own businesses. Proposals were discussed to highlight their work and raise demand collectively to develop women resource 

zones in each neighborhood. Ms Neha Jitender developed the proposal for Ikea Foundation which could not be submitted as the 

requiements required proven model that SAFP did not have.  

 

Individual enterprise: Team Awara Guftar of which SAFP is a part, has two women entrepreneurs who are developing their 

enterprise as women led one. Ms Nahid Aqueel is one of the entrepreneur who 

reinvented her model of work to suit covid requirements of sanitization during second 

wave of Corona.  Another member Ms Poorobi Menon is a language instructor. She 

gave this career a halt to build a complex next to river Brahmaputra in Assam during 

the year. The work of women and land right is a long standing one for SAFP. In 

advocating for inheritance, it is also important that women who do belong to families 

that can show the way where women build and make use of the land they inherit from 

the families. Ms Neha Jatinder set up Nams creations to repurpose old fabric into new 

designs. Her designs were used as wedding wear and they reached the USA this year. 

The wedding photographs were circulated and her enterprise got repeat orders and new 

clients from this initiative.  Ms Rakhi Gupta too began and enterprise of collecting old household articles for sale in the bottom of the 
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pyramid communities. Her first givers were from SAFP community. Ms Prem, Ms Yojna, Ms Sonal and Ms Arundhati were supported 

by Dr Bhardwaj in the move on managing the properties in their name to earn revenue for themselves. On October 10, 2021 Ms Rakhi 

inaugurated the individual women entreprenueurs group at the SAFP field office in 5/233 Trilokpuri. This group is called the Delhi 

Mahila Kamgar and Sahayta Samooh. Ms Akta provided input on how the women could approach corporate support for their 

enterprise. She got a group to donate free sanitary napkins and chunnis at the occasion. A what’s app group called Trilokpuri sakhis 

was created to support these women with proposals. After many attempts Rakhi was able to collaborate with ONGC to get three 

sowing machines for a tailoring training event that as organized for week on 22 March 2022.  

 

Dalit Women entrepreneurs: SAFP was invited as a panel speaker for a program called Women@75 that was held virtually on 13th 

August 2021. The theme of the Women@75 was "Volunteering for Leadership; Future in Entrepreneurship." More than 100 women 

activists, entrepreneurs, writers, journalists, home-makers and volunteers from across the country participated at this event. During 

this year-long observance, the organizers of the programme, NACDOR had worked with Dalit women to set up their enterprises. 

Some Dalit women had set up retail shop business that was based from their homes.   The experience to begin work during the corona 

times as struggle ridden. It was in this backdrop that imminent people including journalist, and National Commission Of Women 

representative Madam Rekha Sharma were invited to speak to the women. Not with-standing the difficulties, the women who attended 

the programme were inspired and motivated by the program. Some of these women were happy to report in December that their 

enterprise is still alive and they are about managing to break even with their work giving them a return.  

SAFP Consultancies  

NGO called Mittika that trained SAFP representative on applied theatre techniques in February along with other professional trainers. 

This was a unique experience to brush up training skills that were to be applied in a sequel assignment with Mittika. This assignment 

was the work of IFMR lead which had invested itself on analysis of a study conducted on the Gender based Violence of response of 

Bihar police. The research found that the police did not support the victim as they are themselves from a culture rooted in patriarchy 

and feudalism. A training module was designed for attention of Mittika trainers such that a training framework on GBV could be 

discussed. SAFP was requested to suggest Bihar based trainers for an assignment to conduct training of police offers in five different 

locations. Two trainers suggested by SAFP were take on for the assignment. This assignment however could not commence to 

conducting the actual training due to the Pandemic.  The manual produced from this experience is the property of IFMR and Mittika. 
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Dr. Sudeshna led two researches during the year on behalf of SAFP. One research was on safeguarding framework for children in 

India that was done as consultants of TAAL for an entity called Educo and another was on understanding who got government 

schemes with dignity. These were national level researches that required on field interviews and desk research. Sudeshna was assisted 

by a team from SAFP while she directed the team consisting of Wasima Akhtari and Imran Khan. She also collated learnings from 

SAFP work till date. The research outcome from this peace of work is sent for publication in a reputed journal. Dr Shivani Bhardwaj 

provided support in terms of specialist inputs.   

 

Dr. Bhardwaj led and Evaluation of a livelihood programme in Feb 2022. This evaluation involved SAFP team that worked on the 

different aspects of the evaluation. Ms Vandana Mahajhan was the gender advisor, Mr Rahul Bannerjee computed the data while Dr. 

Sudeshna Roy and Ms Deepika Nair collated the data. This task required extensive travel in the field areas of Jan Sahas whose 

livelihood programe as undergoing an end term evaluation.  
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Chapter 4 Awareness, Research and Advocacy  

 

Covid giving’s and awareness on covid vaccines  

 

SAFP members and friends across the world were moved by the migrant workers they saw on 

the news. This was followed by the massive shortage of space in the hospitals and lack of 

oxygen supply situation.  Lock down and lack of movement inhibited work but then 

partnerships were set in place with doctors who had permit to travel to reach patients in need. 

Ms Sunita Gupta Kotnala donated a sum to assist people in distress and her donation was put to 

use by collaborating with Dr Nitin Pandey of Saheli Trust who was supplying fresh food to 

people at the Carona Ward of the Doon hospital. During lockdown Dr Pandey had secured 

travel permit to reach food and SAFP thus collaborated with Saheli Trust. Ms Sunita’s 

assistance as also utilized to feed workers who were building projects but were stuck at the 

work site due to lock down. Their contractor was away and could not send them money for 

ration. SAFP filled in the void by distribution of ration and kerosene oil for them to be able to 

cook food while help through the employer’s channel arrived. A portion of the money was donated to Ms Chitrarupa 

Palit for her medical expenses due to Covid complications. Purkul project was also distributing supplies in rural areas of 

Uttarakhand. Since SAFP was collaborating with this project locally SAPF too assisted in this task along with them. 

Ms Seema Jay Kumar has been very busy through the year with a load of case work for counselling. Ms Vandana 

Mahajan supported a team of domestic workers during the pandemic to cope with Covid.  

Mr Ashok Bharti was hired by SAFP to fund raise for Covid and other work of SAFP.  Mr. Ashok Bharti raised a 

financial resource from his network to buy distribution kits for young girls from Rotary International in Australia. 

Each kit contained hand sanitizer, masks, soap and sanitary pads apart from basic medication to lower fever .   These 

kits were distributed in three states of India. From April 30th to May 4 2021 a Vaccine Education and Awareness 

Campaign (VEAC) aimed at countering anti-vaccine propaganda, misinformation and helping people to overcome 

their fears and anxieties on pilot basis was conducted in three locations of Delhi. This program like all our  work was 

a partnership between SAFP, Centre for Alternative Dalit Media in partnership with Mantra Social Services 
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organized. This Vaccine Education and Awareness Campaign in various locations in Delhi for two days was planned to get 

women workers out during lock down as we had reports of violence within homes increased during lock down. The role of the 

organizations was planned strategically in this activity such that the VEAC Campaign helps SAFP to strengthen its long -term role 

of training Dalit women leadership. SAFP conducted a two-day training on safeguarding to train staff members of CADAM to 

conduct the activity as per a strategic plan. CADAM staff members took training towards implementation in a way they could 

reach their services through service providers to impact both men and women equally. Two Vaccination Education and Awareness 

Camps in two different locations – Sawada and Narela, for two days were conducted by CADAM whereas SAFP organized camp 

in Trilokpuri for one day. Each camp was setup and three specially designed and printed Banners were put up in each location. 

These banners had the names and logos of CADAM, Mantra, Surya and sponsor Zeerodha along with the campaign message. 

CADAM and SAFP deployed 8 volunteers every day in these three locations.  

Volunteers at the VEAC 

Camps were those SAFP had 

trained to become leaders in 

the previous years. It was the 

background of work that came 

of use to give the women the 

courage to come out and work 

during the pandemic. 

CADAM’s women volunteers 

(ABHAs), trained by SAFP 

were deployed there interacted, motivated and guided people about the benefits of the Covid-19 vaccination. CADAM’s Women 

Volunteers handover/distributed about 2000 handbills. CADAM Volunteers ensure that everyone visiting the VEAC Cam p in these 

locations, gets a printed handbill in his/her hand for educational purpose. As CADAM Volunteers were local, it made deeper im pact 

and demand of vaccination has increased since.  

Research Work  

Social Role Valorization  

The Key stone foundation has included SAFP as a member of its writing and research group. The group met regularly on line through 

the year to discuss issues around disability and the problems faced by the excluded during the lockdown. Many of the members of SRV 

team are parents of the children who are autistic. The pandemic has not been good for those who need to be in communication with 
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nature more than human beings. Parents found a opening to discuss issues faced by their wards at the zoom meetings. Mainly the 

discussions assisted the participants in reorganizing their routines to develop alternative schedules to accommodate changed 

circumstances.  

 

SRV members were active in a campaign that asked government not to dilute the Rights of persons with Disability Act 2016 with 

provision that curtailed their employment. This on the government web site was uploaded after a Manager of State tourism facility of 

Nellore beat up a disabled woman colleague and she lodged police complain. The disability NGOs petitioned the government to 

withdraw this amendment and it was withdrawn. While SAFP is not a disability organization and did not lead any discussions, it raised 

awareness of what the amendments might result in disability groups through word-of-mouth phone calls and home visit meetings. One 

such meeting was held with members of Arunima that is a facility of Autistic adults in Dehradun.  

Action Research for WRZ 

 

Badlao Foundation contacted SAFP to empower its gender 

strategy. This foundation works with the vulnerable people in 

Santhal parganas in Jharkhand. In particular their work with 

women of the Santhal and Paharia (PGT) tribal group has 

made sustainable livelihoods possible for women in groups 

and individual level. SAFP team comprising of Ms Arundhati 

Roy Chaudhary and Dr Bhardwaj visited Badlao foundation 

field areas in March 2022 to understand how the two 

organizations could merge their agendas together. Badlao 

Foundation has already registered Mutual Benefit Trust 

(MBT) of women in Jamtara and Godda districts of 

Jharkhand. SAFP suggested that Badlao Foundation strengthen the women organized in livelihood teams to manage the infrastructure 

in groups. This way the MBT of the organization could use to reduce gender resource gap for themselves as well as their own 

communities. SAFP and Badlao Foundation have developed plans to further the empowerment of the MBT.  On their return SAFP 

submitted two concept notes to Badloa foundation for partnership based work for the future.  
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Contribution to ongoing surveys  

 

The Vedica Women's Alliance  conducted a survey on women's experiences at the workplace to understand factors that contribute to 

their success and advancement to leadership positions. Through this survey, the study investigated what makes a workplace favourable 

for women. SAFP circulated the survey form to its members requesting them to respond to the online survey. This activity as 

undertaken as a task among others to follow up on SAFP interest in watching the declining workforce participation of women in india. 

Input to the discourse on housing by contributing to the UN Right to adequate housing report  

 

The thematic reports of the Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing, Mr. Balakrishnan Rajagopal, to the General 

Assembly in 2021 and to the Human Rights Council in 2021 required information on state of affairs on the issue of discrimination in 

relation to the right to adequate housing, including the impact of spatial segregation in urban or rural-urban environments on the 

enjoyment of human rights. SAFP has been a member of an international housing and land Rights network for two decades. It 

understands that the spatial segregation can be understood as the imposed or preferred separation of groups of people in a particular 

territory by lines of race, caste, ethnicity, language, religion or income status. Spatial, including residential segregation can have 

different forms depending on the territorial, cultural or historical context and is often characterized by forms of economic and social 

exclusion, inequity and spatial disparity in access to infrastructure, services and livelihood opportunities.   The focus of the report was 

to identify contemporary segregation that affect the right to adequate housing, to highlight good practices in the prevention of 

discrimination and segregation and to provide guidance to States on how they can ensure their human rights obligations in relation to 

non-discrimination and the right to adequate housing. HIC acknowledged that it received inputs from SAFP from India besides getting 

other NGOs to respond from Angola (Development Workshop Angola), Argentina (CISCSA and Movement of Occupants and 

Tenants of Argentina) and Mexico (Community Cooperation of Mexico and HIC-America Latina). SAFPs contribution was based on 

the work of its constituents in Delhi and Mumbai. The constituents were youth leaving care who had face unprecedented difficulties 

during the lock down by sudden closure of institutions that housed these orphans in hostels. The solution was to develop ask for youth 

leaving care in a long-term perspective.  
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 Club House  

 

The club house members kept trying to meet but Carona got them not meeting this entire year. The what’s app group of the club was 

still active and this was especially useful when the second wave raged the nation as well as Delhi. Ms Manu Tyagi Baijalvan began 

counselling services and reached out to different families in distress during the second wave. Soon it was realized that much more 

needed to be done. She then began her voluntary group called Kritagyata to help covid families in distress. Different club house 

members volunteered through this new platform to reach help such as oxygen, medicines, blood, ration and money during the second 

wave of covid 19.  

 

Work with Apna Ghar Inc.  

 

Apna Ghar is a registered charity based in Chicago that has established a shelter service for battered women. Dr Bhardwaj volunteered 

with Apna Ghar to provide strategic input to the development of a financial awareness manual that was being developed as a resource 

for the women Apna Ghar served. The manual itself was developed by Price Water House Cooper and handed to Apna Ghar for 

whetting. The constituents from south Asia are sent to Apna Ghar and often they were nowhere else go back to but the home where 

there is domestic abuse. Empowering the women with financial management and skill building thus is a strategy for the organization 

but most volunteers in Apna Ghar themselves had less financial management skill and being mostly American citizens, they required a 

perspective that was culturally different. SAFP experience of cultural ethos of women from South Asia came in handy in this situation.  

 

Advocacy For Care Leavers  

 

A support group based in Sunny Vale California called a Future For every Child, offered age sensitive skilling for children nad youth 

in difficult circumstances. The leader of this group called Gita, raised direct funding through one-on-one appeals with Individuals in 

families who had adopted children from India. These families were well to do Americans who had a sensitivity to children who were 

raised and not as fortunate to be adopted. SAFP contacted this network in the bid to source resources for the Youth Leaving Care 

network led by Mr Aditya Yatri. A number of tele and virtual meetings were held in San Jose in the month of August 2021 to take this 
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issue ahead. The group later shared that they were largely fund raising for children who were still in Child Care Institutions (CCI) 

between the age of 16 and 18 and would support those children if a relationship of trust developed between the donor and the done. 

This collective was supporting a consortium of CCIs and therefore a support directly to the YLCA did not seem feasible.  

 

Planning Ahead  

 

The year ahead will carry forward activities on safeguarding vulnerable communities that SAFP was able to reach out in this year. 

Research on youth and development is planned to develop strategies for youth work, to capture work done through the year.  Mr 

Rajesh Upadhyay developed concept notes for Women Resource Enterprize Zones for which he trained groups led by Ms Manu and 

Ms Rakhi to develop such zones within their sphere of influence.    
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Chapter 5 SAFP Collaborators and peopleSAFP Board of Trustees 2021-2022 

President: Manu Tyagi Baijalvan 

Trustee: Ms Sharmila Mahajhan 

Founder: Dr Shivani Bhardwaj 

SAFP Team  

Ms. Pranjali Malhotra Executive Director SAFP India 

Ms Vandana Mahajan Gender Equality Advisor 

Ms. Sunita Gupta Kotnala Advisor SAFP  

Ms Seema Jay Kumar Advisor Mental Health 

Ms Arundhuti RoyChaudhuri Advisor Child Rights  

Mr Rajesh Upadhyaya Advisor Workers issues  

Mr Ashok Bharti – Consultant Fund Raising 

Mr Rahul Bannerjee, Ms Deepika Nair – Consultants for 

Karuna Evaluation 

 

 

 

 SAFP Associates 

Dr. Sudeshna Roy – Research Associate 

Mr Imran Khan – SAFP Youth Associate   

Ms Rakhee Gupta – Women Rights Associate 

Mr Aditya Yatri – Lead Youth Care Leavers Association  

Ms Neha Jitendra – Entrepreneur Associate  

Ms Wasima Akhtari – Intern Action Aid Research  project 

Ms Archana Meena – Intern Girls Aspire Project  

Collaboration with Partners:  Nirmana, RDAMA, NACDOR, NALR, Project Purkul, Saheli Trust and Badlao Foundation      

 

 

 

 

Regd Office E09, Anand Lok, Mayur Vihar Phase I New Delhi 1100091 India 

Contact: 00 9910536717 email: safp.sb@gmail.com │ www.sathiallforpartnerships.org   

 

[ Sathi All For Partnerships is a registered organization since 2004 that has 80G, FCRA and Darpan ID  DL/2017/0162231] 

http://www.sathiallforpartnerships.org/
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